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Expanding the Horizons of Higher Education
Editor’s Note
Lemuel W. Watson
Northern Illinois University

T

The essence of all of the papers is the need to be
ransitions in life are part of what we must endure
understood, to connect, and to return to such basic
and thrive on in today’s world. Life in higher
understanding of what it means to put
education is no different. The call
kindness, empathy, and sincerity into
for papers for this issue of Thresholds
our organizations and our work as
in Education journal was cast
educators. Regardless of whom
widely to those who are involved
The articles are
the reader might be, the articles
in higher education. I am
about
making
the
effort
to
in the issue are about us and
pleased that the call was broad
our responsibility to make our
enough to allow individuals the
understand each other and to
work environments and
freedom to write on those
convey
this
understanding
communities better for all
topics which they believe are
important with regard to
through an intellectual discourse those who inhabit them. In
addition, the articles are
higher education.
so
that
we
will
emerge
about
making the effort to
Of all the myriad of topunderstand each other and to
ics that individuals could have
with more wisdom than
convey this understanding
selected, issues surrounding facwhen we began.
through an intellectual discourse
ulty work life and student life in the
so that we will emerge with more
academy seem to resonate through
wisdom than when we began.
most of the manuscripts that were selected
for publication. The reader is taken on a journey through multiple types of methods and data that rep- Lemuel W. Watson is Professor and Dean for the College of
resent different perspectives and positionality of individuals Education at Northern Illinois University. He is also a
who are striving to make meaning out of what might be Fulbright Scholar and teaches in adult education, higher
education, and student affairs.
perceived as chaos.
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Access and Excellence:
Institutional Commitment and
Faculty Responsibility
James W. Satterfield, Jr.
Clemson University, South Carolina

A

prevailing myth in society is that education is
Methodology
something that will set you free from social
Interviews
deprivation. It is seen as the great equalizer or
The researcher conducted interviews with faculty
the bridge between social classes. Like most myths, a
and administrative staff that work for Southwest
devoted following chase after the imagined riches with
University. Open-ended questions enabled the particihopes of standardizing life and all that it has to offer. In
pants to offer their individual perspectives and experithe tradition of a myth, this belief has become instituences (Patton, 1990). The questions in the beginning
tionalized over a period of time in
were what Spradley (1979) calls
our society. Nowhere has this
“grand tour questions” and
myth portrayed greater illusions of
became more specific as the
A prevailing myth in
equality than in the area of
researcher’s understanding of the
society is that education phenomena became clearer.
postsecondary education.
Moving beyond the myth of
Grand tour questions enabled the
is something that will
social mobility through education,
researcher to ask questions that
set you free from
the myth has become well instituallowed the participants to
tionalized within our post-secondgeneralize events. The interviews
social deprivation.
ary institutions. Students enroll in
were designed to have the
colleges, universities, community
participants describe things in
colleges, and proprietary schools with hopes of obtaining their own voice. By structuring interviews this way
each participant was able to provide extreme detail.
that next level of social mobility. However, what people
don’t realize is institutions have specific purposes.

Document Analysis
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to explore the faculty
work life in a College of Education at a Hispanic serving
institution with a mission of access and excellence that is
also transitioning to become a research focused institution. Change can be a difficult process for some. It can
become even more difficult when you are a faculty
member experiencing a change in institutional type.
Research Questions:
1. How does an institutional mission of access and
excellence affect faculty work life in a college of education?
2. What are some of the challenges experienced by
faculty in relationship to access and excellence?

2

The nature of the American higher education system
made institutional documentation readily accessible.
According to Glesne and Peshkin (1992), the use of
documentation helps provide a contextual dimension to
research. “Your understanding of the phenomenon in
question grows as you make use of the documents” (p.
54). During the study the researcher gathered documentation that would best answer the guiding questions.
Institutional documentation provided insight into the
development of the access and excellence as a part of
the university’s mission.

Theoretical Framework
To understand the concept of access and excellence
as it related to Southwest University’s College of
Education the researcher utilized a Scott’s (1995) idea of
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three institutional pillars. Scott suggested that institutions consist of normative, regulative, and cognitive
categories that will provide meaning to the social
behavior of an institution. The normative aspects
include values and norms. “Norms specify how things
should be done; they define legitimate means to pursue
valued ends” (Scott, 1998, p. 37). According to March
and Olsen (1989), “ Behavior we observe in . . .
institutions reflects the routine way in which people do
what they are supposed to do” (p. 21).
The regulative pillar emphasizes rules, laws, and
sanctions. However, the undocumented and or informal
rules may also provide insight into institutional relationships. North (1990) said that institutions have unwritten
rules that carry as much power and authority as written
codes.
The cognitive element of institutions constitutes the
nature of reality and how meaning is created. “Mediating between the external world of stimuli and the
response of the individual . . . is a collection of internalized symbolic representation of the world” (Scott, 1995,
p. 40). D’Andrade (1984) also supported Scott by
indicating that what a person does is mostly a representation of his environment.

Setting
Southwest University is a pseudonym for a large
regional Hispanic serving institution that has a commitment to access and excellence. Southwest University is
a doctoral/research-intensive university located on one
of the largest bi-national metropolitan areas along the
U.S./Mexico border. With the complexity of a border
region and the fact that most of Southwest University’s
faculty, staff, and students speak and write in both
Spanish and English makes for a unique higher education environment (Kramer, Rincones, Satterfield, &
Sorenson, 2004).
The campus leadership is aware of the important
role the university plays in the community. Moreover,
they are uniquely aware of the problems associated with
the national Hispanic high school dropout rate and what
that means for a Hispanic serving institution. The
stakeholders of the university are familiar with the poor
rates of completion of undergraduate college degrees by
Hispanics and realize that Hispanics fall far behind the
college completion rates of other racial and ethnic
groups (Fry, 2002). A recent report put out by the Pew
Hispanic Center (2004) indicated that Hispanic participation in postsecondary education was less intense and at
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lower academic levels than other ethnic groups. The
report specifically noted that there are
Nearly 1.7 million Hispanic students were
enrolled in our nation’s 4,100 degree-granting
colleges and universities in fall 2002. A big
share of these students, 87 percent, are undergraduates. In comparison, undergraduates
make up 81 percent of all White college
students. (p. 2)
In comparison, Southwest University is doing its job
and is in a unique position to help Hispanic students
succeed. Like many institutions across the country,
Southwest University desires to increase its institutional
prestige, federally funded research dollars, and institutional enrollment. However, it desires to maintain its
commitment to access and excellence. The access
portion means being a viable institutional option for the
members of the community. It is also important to note
that two-thirds of Southwest’s incoming student population is in at least one developmental education course
(Kramer, Rincones, Satterfield, & Sorenson, 2004).
Southwest University is attempting to change its
institutional type. It wishes to become a research
extensive institution. In doing so, Southwest University
may or may not have to abandon its current institutional
philosophy of access and excellence. In any case, the
change process is never easy.

Analytical Perspective
It became clear through the course of interviews and
document analysis that the normative structure in which
Southwest University’s College of Education operates
has been institutionalized over a period of time. Traditionally, Southwest has operated under a near open
admissions policy that contributed to their commitment
of access and excellence. However, with the new
institutional push toward more research, prestige, and
increased enrollment, some faculty are feeling caught in
the middle of productivity and institutional progress.
Several participants indicated how access and excellence
affected them. One faculty member offered this
perspective:
I understand and can appreciate progress, but it
seems it is going to be at my expense. I’m in
the only PhD program in the college of education. The pressure we get to churn out doc
students is ridiculous. In fact, the Dean of the
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Graduate School came to one of our faculty
meetings and said, and I quote, ‘we will increase our institutional status on the back of the
college of education.’ Now that, coupled with
the emphasis placed on the percentage of
students passing our state principle prep exam
leaves me to wonder how I can have a successful tenure run here. Change is good, but
somebody always loses and I feel like in this
case it will be the untenured faculty, mainly me.
It is apparent through this interview and others that
faculty are experiencing frustration with academic
expectations in the midst of change. Academically, the
College of Education at Southwest operates within a
normative value system that focuses on teaching,
advising, and making sure the majority of their students
pass state examinations. Programmatically, emphasis
placed on increasing the percentage of students passing
this exam decreases the emphasis placed on their
research and writing. In short, it is difficult to do the
things you need to do to earn tenure.

Participants that were
untenured believed having
a value system based on
access and excellence
would be harmful to their
tenure and promotion.
The normative value structure in the college has
helped establish institutional goals and objectives. With
all the emphasis placed on state examinations, it is clear
that the values have become a means to an end. In
addition, through the process of document analysis it
became evident that the means to an end philosophy
contributed to institutional commitment of educating
Hispanic students. An assistant professor in teacher
education offered her perspective:
I am a product of this community and I
was excited about being able to come back
and contribute to what I feel is an important
institutional mission particularly for this
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community. I’m not sure access and excellence is in line with our new institutional push to
become a research one institution? Selfishly I
think about my three-three load and wonder
how I will get it all done.
Several interviewees have expressed concern about
tenure and the idea of access and excellence. Participants that were untenured believed having a value
system based on access and excellence would be
harmful to their tenure and promotion.
The value of access and excellence has its roots in
a process of institutionalization. Historical documents
reveal that as early as the 1950s the institution made
reference to being accessible to students within the
region. Some respondents understood the idea of
access and excellence to be second nature and that any
deviation from it would send the wrong message. One
professor commented:
I have been here for nine years, under two
provosts and the one thing that remains a
constant is our mission of access and excellence. I personally never saw it as a problem.
We’re not giving education away, but we
certainly recognize our population and the lack
of opportunities associated with being on the
border.

Rule by People, not by Law
The regulative institutional pillar defines what the
institutional rules are and helps regulate behavior. When
speaking with faculty in the principle preparation
program it became apparent the unwritten rules are what
people followed. In many cases the unwritten rules are
often just as critical as the formal written rules (North,
1990).
As the notion of high stakes testing evolves in
higher education the level of accountability increases.
In Southwest’s case, the unwritten rules associated with
accountability drives what a department does. Because
of this, faculty are finding themselves having to rethink
curriculum, the amount of program credit hours, and
program delivery. During fieldwork observations I
witnessed multiple test prep sessions for the state’s
principle preparation exam. When asked how this fit
into the normal curriculum I was told, “This is our
normal curriculum, and the reality of our work is test
preparation. Because principle preparation is the main
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focus of our program, all of our resources are spent on
the testing outcomes.” The reality of state mandate
certification tests are forcing programs to train managers
of educational institutions. Power and control seem to
be affecting educational leadership program quality
(Schneider, 1984).

One of the most compelling
results of this study was
how participants understood
the excellence portion of
access and excellence.
Rules are put into place to provide structure and
allow for institutions or people to operate within an
ethical framework. Yet, sometimes the rigid nature of
rules and unyielding governance structures in higher
education can lead toward questionable behavior.
Subsequent faculty interviews uncovered an issue with
enrollment, more specifically, census day. Faculty
members are expected to enroll students up to census
day, which is 12 days after the first day of class. This
practice is neither fair to faculty nor students who
enrolled on time. It puts an undue burden on faculty
and weakens the validity of faculty autonomy. One
faculty member described her class enrollment situation:
I am a new faculty member and I tried to
establish myself in the classroom, but I had
difficulty managing my class in the beginning
because of the enrollment fluctuations. The
culture here is to allow students to routinely
enroll late. Actually, I would say it’s encouraged as long as you help numbers.
The expertise must be consistent with the mission of the
institution (Zambroski & Freeman, 2004).
Faculty governance, or the lack thereof, plays a
major role at Southwest University. The Dean of the
College of Education gave his perspective on what he
saw as the rule of faculty governance:
In my role as dean I have to make tough
administrative decisions, but I rely heavily on
faculty governance. But when it comes to
issues of full time equivalent (FTEs) I have to
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push the envelope. Our college hasn’t traditionally pulled in major federal funding. We get
our fair share, but we have to rely on FTEs.
So we strongly encourage programmatic
growth.
In contrast, a faculty member offered this perspective:
I feel like we’ve gotten to the point where it is
no longer the pursuit of knowledge, but rather
the pursuit of FTEs. I just feel we are heading
in the wrong direction with our push for access.
Access does not mean come one come all.
Some research does suggest that institutions with more
rigorous admissions policy provide a better quality
education (Braxton & Nordvall, 1985). Institutions like
Southwest University are in what Schön (1995) describes as a “dilemma or rigor or relevance” (p. 11).

Excellence and Opportunity
The language, symbols, and signs we use in our
activities of daily living give insight into what we value.
Because social reality is socially constructed, we attach
meanings to these things, and over time they become
institutionalized. Scott (1995) says, “They are employed to make sense of the ongoing stream of happenings” (p. 40). Kerr (1994) suggested institutions are not
universities, but rather multiversities. This being the
case, access and excellence at Southwest University
means different things for different people. One of the
most compelling results of this study was how participants understood the excellence portion of access and
excellence. The theme of excellence equals opportunity
is echoed in the voice of an associate professor:
I recognize and feel pressure from our access
and excellence mission every day. For example,
because of our academic environment I have
redefined excellence to mean provide enough
opportunities for students to redo their work
and ultimately be successful. This is not my
original understanding of excellence, but
because of environmental pressures I redefined
my understanding.
This shift in paradigms is what D’ Andrade (1984)
suggested would happen because a person is internally
representing their environment.
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This is not indicative of one person. Cultures are
carriers of cognitive categories, also. Since Southwest
University is a Hispanic serving institution, it raises the
question if this applies culturally. According to Scott
(1998), these rule systems may exist in the wider
environment at the societal levels, or they maybe more
restricted in their jurisdiction, applying only to specific
organizational fields or organizations. This understanding prompts another question. Is there something within
the Hispanic culture that encourages the access and
excellence ideology?

Conclusion
According to Anderson (1988), the central purpose
of a Black college should be to help Blacks progress in
life. Should this be the same focus for Southwest as a
Hispanic serving institution? Southwest’s desire to
make the transition to a research extensive university is
absent of cultural/environmental perspectives. In
absences of those perspectives, the argument can be
made that the transition is to further obtain legitimacy
within the larger social system. Schools are the
dependent variable; they are dependent upon the
communities in which they reside. According to the
latest information available from the U.S. Census
Bureau (2004) only 66 percent of the inhabitants along
this border region are high school graduates and only 17

Schools are the
dependent variable; they
are dependent upon
the communities in
which they reside.
percent of the population holds a bachelor’s degree.
With a community that is largely under educated or at
least has no real opportunities for such, it is hard to
imagine a shift in institutional type because the environment does not seem capable of supporting such a shift.
Southwest’s desire to change to more of a research
focus institution is rooted in issues of institutional
legitimacy. Institutions develop legitimacy by connecting
to a larger social system. Southwest is no different.
Unfortunately, there is not a high level of prestige
associated with open enrollment. However, federal
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research dollars from the National Science Foundation
and the Department of Education carry enormous
prestige. It is not that Southwest University is not
worthy or capable of securing grants from those
sources; however, it is the motivation for wanting one
that concerns me. I believe Southwest has an important and credible mission. However, if it allows issues
of legitimacy to shift its purpose it will ultimately hurt
students, faculty, staff, and the community.
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Beyond the Politics of K-20 Education:
Navigating, Negotiating, and Transgressing the
Academy—A Brother Speaks!
C. P. Gause
University of North Carolina at Greensboro

E

ducators, who come to the academy in which I
serve, are searching for answers. These individuals struggle with how to implement local,
state, and federal legislation, seek efficient and effective
ways to provide optimal learning experiences for all
members of the learning community, and strive to make
sense of the dynamic cultures in which they work
professionally. During this era of market competition,
globalization, and educational accountability, the challenge of the academy is transforming those aspiring
educational leaders who are concerned more with “the
bottom line” into critically conscious democratic leaders

those in poverty, and the privatization of free public
education force me to ask the following central question: What is the promise and purpose of a democratic
education? Higher education and K-12 public schooling
has changed significantly within the past 10 years. The
advancement of the democratic promise of public
education continues to be challenged by political and
economic forces which constrain the opportunities for
America’s citizenry to enhance the value of one’s life
by accessing public colleges and universities and by
benefiting from a “free” public education.
According to Carlson & Gause (2007),

During this era of market competition, globalization, and
educational accountability, the challenge of the academy is
transforming those aspiring educational leaders who are concerned
more with “the bottom line” into critically conscious democratic
leaders who seek to develop free thinking members of our society.
who seek to develop free thinking members of our
society. Given the call for “principal executives,”
democratic education and freedom have been reduced to
the ability to achieve academic standards and acquire
material goods, wealth, and power without critiquing the
consequences of inequity, greed, and inequality.
The national economic downturn, the last wave of
horrific budget cuts, and the present political climate are
adding to the hurdles for educators, particularly administrators, who must successfully educate students with
less than adequate resources. These resources are not
just monetary but human as well. The current sociocultural political climate in the United States, the renewing of the Patriot Act, disaster relief or the lack thereof,
terrorism and homeland security, the demonization of
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In its most radical terms this promise has been
that public education can provide the basis for
an informed, engaged citizenry, fully capable of
their own self-governance, and armed with
forms of critical consciousness that allow them
to question the commonsense beliefs embedded
in political speech and popular culture texts.
(ix)
Given the promise of public education, this article
implicitly and explicitly explores the following questions:
• What are the pedagogical challenges of
co-creating democratic spaces with practitioners to provide for seamless learning through
the K-20 educational experience?
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•

How do faculty members of color who are
committed to social justice confront student
resistance in their higher education classrooms
from K-12 practitioners?
As a creative educational leader who embodies
education as a praxis of freedom (hooks, 1994), my
perspective of democracy is evidenced in my practice.
I strive to co-create learning environments where all
member-voices are given the opportunity to be heard,
shared, and awakened. The dialogic encounter is
central to (de)constructing and (re)constructing spaces
for knowledge acquisition and development. Gause in
Gause, Reitzug, and Villaverde (2007) asserts,
Because the personal is political and because I
view my role as a teacher/activist within a
framework that my perspective of democracy
cannot be de-linked from what I do as a
teacher/activist in the academic space; I
envision democracy as the interconnections
that lie within the quest of knowledge; the faith
that our humanity exercises as we navigate the
manifestations of our destinies. (p. 221)
In order for the citizens of the United States to continue
to engage in “life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness,”
democracy must exist in institutions that encourage
human beings to transform our environment, communities, neighborhoods, and schools into arenas where
dialogue, discourse, and dissent are not silenced but
celebrated. The aforementioned should be the foci of
K-20 public and private education in the United States.

Moving Adult Learners Beyond
Post-Secondary Education
While entering graduate programs seeking answers
about how to reform schools, many students in educational leadership preparation programs find it difficult to
engage in a discourse which moves beyond school
reformation. The technical aspects of schooling are of
their greatest concern given the pressure to meet so
many political mandates.
Women and men from diverse backgrounds and
communities arrive at the doors of the academy,
eager to learn how to lead the nation’s schools
to a better place. These educators enroll in
leadership programs, hoping someone will help
them make sense of dynamic school cultures.
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(Rusch, 2004, p. 17)
Because schools are hegemonic reproductions of
the larger society, engaging graduate students in
discourse of power, knowledge, and pedagogy creates
a “tension.” I find myself encouraging students to
understand the culture of school, particularly as it
engages in an oppressive system of sorting and selecting students. This presents a barrier to resolving its
many problems because of the linear and hierarchical

Because schools are hegemonic
reproductions of the larger
society, engaging graduate
students in discourse of power,
knowledge, and pedagogy
creates a “tension.”
decision-making structures that are inherent in the
schooling process. Because of the tight organizational
decision-making systems of K-12 schooling, students at
the beginning of my courses find themes centered in
social justice, liberatory practices and multi-dimensional
learning paradigms, void of meaning to their practice.
The challenges of today’s educational leaders are
indeed numerous, and aspiring educational administrators believe that to meet those challenges they must
operate out of a technical/rational model of leadership
without regard to issues of equity and social justice.
According to Shields (2004):
Educational leaders are expected to develop
learning communities, build the professional
capacity of teachers, take advice from parents,
engage in collaborative and consultative
decision making, resolve conflicts, engage in
effective instructional leadership, and attend
respectfully, immediately, and appropriately to
the needs and requests of families with diverse
cultural, ethnic, and socioeconomic backgrounds. (p. 109)
Moving students from the language of reformation
to transformation is often difficult and viewed as
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counter-productive; however, if schools are to be sites
of democracy, this is the path of liberation. I encourage
students to view themselves not as mere custodians of
buildings of learning, but as proactive transformational
leaders. Such a role involves understanding the
school’s culture and transforming custodial organiza-

capacities to understand different perspectives,
communicate their understandings to other
people, and engage in the give-and-take of
moral argument with a view to making mutually
acceptable decisions. These goals, which
entail cultivating moral character and intellec-

As an African American male academician, many of the
critical perspectives I hold regarding the intersections of race,
class, and gender affront the White Southern Christian
values my students hold near and dear.
tions into creative learning communities. This change
requires transformational leadership that is creative,
courageous, and visionary.
The new millennium arrived with great economic
prosperity; however, currently the United States faces
a weaker economy, a depressed housing market, a
costly Iraq war, and all the old problems of the late 20th
century—power, race, identity, violence, and ethics.
Current challenges for educators are the a) increase
number of charter schools, b) voucher programs, c)
increase in immigrant populations, d) for-profit educational organizations, e) inadequate funding for No Child
Left Behind, f) inequities regarding accountability, and
g) re-segregation of public schools along class/racial
lines. These challenges have broad implications for
higher education.
According to Hopkins (1997), education is considered to be the most accessible means for achieving
social, political, economic, and cultural liberation in the
United States. This traditionalist view accepts the idea
that public schools are vehicles of democracy and
social and individual mobility. Educators and laypersons
alike believe that the nature of public schools is the
major mechanism for development of a democratic and
egalitarian society (Hopkins, 1997).
Gutmann and Thompson (1996) posit:
In any effort to make democracy more deliberative, the single most important institution
outside government is the educational system.
To prepare their students for citizenship,
schools must go beyond teaching literacy and
numeracy, though both are of course prerequisites for deliberating about public problems.
Schools should aim to develop their students’
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tual skills at the same time, are likely to require
some significant changes in traditional civic
education, which has neglected teaching this
kind of moral reasoning about politics. (359)
Democratic education involves educators empowering
students to engage in free and open discourse and
offering consistent opportunities for students to engage
in inquiry, reflection, critique, and ultimately, social
transformation (hooks, 2003; Knight & Pearl, 2000;
Nagda, Gurin, & Lopez, 2003).

Black Identity and Masculinity:
Politics of the Academy
Students who enter the learning space I facilitate
come seeking answers on how to educate culturally
and linguistic populations; however, most of them have
a hard time receiving the messenger as well as the
message. According to Gause in Cooper and Gause
(2007),
Based upon my experiences, many students
have difficulty negotiating their own cultural
politics, especially when they are faced with
receiving instruction from me, a Black male
Ph.D., which many have never encountered.
In addition, I am 5 foot 10 inches and 255
pounds. More often than not, many of my
students (White, African American, and
Latino) have articulated that I am the first
African American male they have experienced
as an instructor in their entire academic career.
(p. 206)
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I am the only African American male faculty member in
my department, and for the past two years I have been
the only African American male faculty member in the
entire school of education. Interesting enough, my Black
male identity is formed out of those who were enslaved
by individuals who framed this country’s democratic
experiment (Gause, 2005a).
According to Cooper and Gause (2007),
The paradox of teaching for social justice in
higher education—which comprises revered
institutions grounded in patriarchal, Anglocentric
norms—challenges any faculty member striving
to use critical, liberatory pedagogies. Faculty
members of color doing this work, however,
must confront a second paradox: that of being
disproportionately oppressed, devalued, and
scrutinized by the same structures, institutions,
and social norms that we work within, critique,
resist, and encourage others to defy. (p. 201)

angered to action. Shields (2004) asserts,
Educators, policymakers, and indeed, the
general public are increasingly aware that
despite numerous well-intentioned restructuring,
reform, and curricular efforts, many children
who are in some way different from the previously dominant and traditionally most successful
White, middle-class children are not achieving
school success. (p. 111)

In order to transform schools we must hold our students
accountable. We do this by shifting them from a
traditionalist view of education and democracy to one
that is radical and transformative. We can do this by
promoting environments which require students to
engage in independent thinking, by motivating them to
take ownership of their learning process, and by
providing opportunities for rigorous intellectual study
and committed activism that moves beyond arriving at
the “right” answers. This requires critical change in
As an African American male academician, many of teaching pre-K-20.
the critical perspectives I hold regarding the intersections
Conclusion: The Cause of Education
of race, class, and gender affront the White Southern
Teaching is a political as well as a liberatory
Christian values my students hold near and dear. The
practice. Our nation’s freedom depends upon the
expectation is for me to operate out of false civility and
development of enticing and exciting democratic learning
behave as if these values should not be critiqued or
communities where the pursuit of knowledge is the
interrogated, but honored and celebrated regardless of
how they assault the plurality of values students bring
primary objective. Because American democracy is
into public schools daily. Couple this with my being a
under a re-construction situated within globalization,
evangelical fundamentalism, free market enterprise, and
socio-cultural politics, the educational leader of today
must be able to negotiate and navigate the often competTeaching is a political as well as
ing and conflicting forces of our democracy.
a liberatory practice.
Teaching, learning, and leading democratically
requires constant participation with change. The
purpose of higher education and K-12 public education
is to provide opportunities and spaces for the global
faculty of member of color, and regardless of credencitizenry to engage in democratic practices for the public
tials, ideological orientation, and instructional style, my
good. Democracy is an enacted daily practice whereby
students at times implicitly and explicitly challenge my
people interact and relate through daily personal, social,
professorial authority, scholarship, intellect, and political
and professional routines with a primary focus on
agenda (Baez, 2003; Hamilton, 2002; Lawrence, 1995;
continuing the betterment of our humanity. This is the
Tate, 1994; Thomas, 2001). After speaking truth to
cause of education. In order to do this, higher education
power in many of our dialogic encounters I have often
must prepare critical transformative leaders who are
heard students call me “the angry Black man” or “Dr.
willing and able to draw upon culturally relevant, critical,
Thug.” I find it interesting how they construct my
and counter-normative pedagogies. I do this by infusing
passion for the subject and fiery delivery style as a
cultural studies in the leadership discourse of our
place of subjugation. Given the atrocities occurring in
educational leadership program (Gause, 2005b).
public education in our nation today we should all be
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Indeed, hooks (2003) states:
We need mass-based political movements
calling citizens of this nation to uphold democracy and the rights of everyone to be educated,
and to work on behalf of ending domination in
all its forms—to work for justice, changing our
educational system so that schooling is not the
site where students are indoctrinated to support
imperialist White-supremacist capitalist patriarchy or any ideology, but rather where they
learn to open their minds, to engage in rigorous
study and to think critically. (p. xiii)
Critical change occurs with significant self-sacrifice, potential alienation, rejection, and costly consequences. As critical transformative educators, we must
do justice to the larger social/public responsibility of our
positions and roles, particularly in higher education. In
(re)crafting the education of critical transformative
leaders, we must demystify change, courage, and risk
as we (re)imagine the language and fluency of multiple
discourses in the (re)discovery of democracy and social
justice. This occurs in the development of the democratic classroom, which should be the hallmark of
higher education. I evidence this by having students
reflect upon one of hooks’ (1994) most powerful
statements regarding vulnerability and empowerment:
“any classroom that employs a holistic model of learning will also be a place where teachers grow and are
empowered by the process. That empowerment
cannot happen if we refuse to be vulnerable while
encouraging students to take risks” (p. 21). This very
act affronts the pedagogical challenges of seamless
learning from K-20.
Critical transformative educational leaders who
develop through the seamless K-20 educational system
in the United States will facilitate the development of
inviting, engaging, and dynamic learning communities
that (a) transform the human condition, (b) unearth
fallow ground, (c) interrogate and rupture the status
quo, (d) question multiple political spaces critically, and
(e) seek multiple epistemologies to re-create constructs
that better serve our humanity. To further our thinking
regarding the challenges of seamless learning from K-20,
I call on all higher education faculty who actively serve
in teacher education or educational leadership preparation programs around the country to (re)think the
following by Gause (2005c). He asserts:
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We are educating in a time of expanding
globalization whose impact we witness via 24hour digitally mediated discourse. How are
schools and educational leaders keeping up
with this global transformation? What type of
impact does this transformation of schools from
sites of democracy to “bedfellows” of consumerism have upon the school and much larger
global community? How are the “souls” of
schools affected? In the journey of school
reform are educational leaders acknowledging
that the “process of schooling” is filled with
“cultural politics”? How are educational
leadership programs preparing future school
leaders? Are educational leadership preparation programs equipping schools’ leaders for
the “journey of the self” or for the “journey of
the soul”? (p. 242)
As a former teacher, K-12 school administrator,
principal, and current faculty member in an educational
leadership preparation program in the Southeastern part
of the United States, I work to co-create and
decolonize democratic learning communities as a form

In (re)crafting the education of
critical transformative leaders, we
must demystify change, courage,
and risk as we (re)imagine the
language and fluency of multiple
discourses in the (re)discovery of
democracy and social justice.
of political activism. As a critical transformative
educational leader, I inspire and transform others to
become more conscious of the human condition. My
teaching and practice is oriented toward social vision
and change, not simply, or only, toward organizational
goals. My teaching is a form of protest. In conclusion,
I understand that it is my duty and responsibility to
encourage other human beings, particularly those
who are involved in the educational process, to transform our environment, institutions, communities,
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neighborhoods, and schools into arenas where those
with whome we come in contact will become agents of
democracy and social justice. Together we must face
the struggle of educating our citizenry with nobility and
commitment. For together in the struggle we are one.
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A Black Professor’s Narrative:
The Good, Bad and Ugly of Higher Education
Jennifer C. Herring
University of Illinois at Springfield

F

or someone who did not conceptualize becoming
serve to others. This is the good of higher education.
a Ph.D. until a College of Education mentor at the This is where I am afforded the compilation, connecUniversity of North Texas introduced the idea to
tion, and adhesing of my life back to the oneness that
me while I was working on a teaching certificate, should
my soul, body, mind, and spirit longs for, anyway.
I dare take the liberty to write on this topic? I had no
Where else can one be expected to do this, to bring a
aspiration (or, should I say, direction) to get even a
focused healing to one’s purpose in this life? You mean,
masters degree. I back-backed into the masters degree
I actually get to do what I love doing seeing others arrive
in education, colliding with a program that offered the
at some conclusion in their own learning cycle, then
masters alongside the teaching certificates in two areas:
researching and writing about it so that others may visit
health and computer science. I could have earned the
and take it up as a commitment to help even more
certifications sooner, but growing up poor had contamipeople? I get to go out in the community, to provide a
nated my decision to get a bachelor’s degree in comservice to those who are reaching up, and to reach out
puter science. I should become a computer programas I reach back? This is a good day.
mer, make lots of money, and help the family out back
Goodness comes when I travel to other places in
home. Having a highly analytical mind meant that I
this country and to other countries, discovering likecould learn a computer language, teach the
minded professors of the academy, people who care
machine to learn it, produce some
about spreading the good news
results and make money. Teachof life, people who know that
ing would not afford me lots of
the essence of being in this role
Now that I have mastered
money. No one told me that I
is to tweak life a bit more for
an education, earned the
would spend every dime I earned
mankind, leaving a mark
in those early days of my proright to research, speak and behind for the next generation
gramming career trying to wipe
of educators. The good comes
write about it on yet
poverty away, though. Fast forfrom digging and digging for the
ward to the Ph.D., post-graduaanother level, I find myself realities of life, making sure
tion. Now that I have mastered
this is what is reported,
at this threshold: somehow that
an education, earned the right to
and not making the situation fit
convincing my peers that
research, speak and write about
the hypothesis. Yes, do report
it on yet another level, I find mythe truth: some of us count on
I belong in the academy.
self at this threshold: somehow
that. Traveling to make a
convincing my peers that I bepresentation of what I know at
long in the academy. How do I do that? “One day at a
other people’s conferences has broadened my mind, my
time,” as my grandmother was known to say. “One day spirit, opened my arms in ways I would not have known
at a time, baby. You take care of your business one day
had I not partaken in the experience. I come back
at a time.” Mostly, I have had to categorize each of
having learned much more than I shared, ready to
these days goings-on in higher education as good, bad,
research more. To be able to sit in a pub in England or
or ugly. It is as simple as that.
in a Hot Pot restaurant in China, or in the middle of an
Life in higher education, according to Boyer’s
island under a thatched restaurant off the coast of
method, demands that I strike a balance and a connecAcapulco, Mexico, or even to stand at Geno’s for a
tion between what I teach, what I research, and what I
Philly cheese steak in Philadelphia, eating and laughing
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How about we shall come over? We went over to
and sharing in the spices of life, is a good thing. People
China as if we were visiting a state right next door to
who live on the other side of the oceans I now know,
Illinois. When we got there, some Chinese people
people I would not have considered before. To go to
stared; some even pointed when we walked by. We
Oxford, England, and see where the adventures of Alice
were a standout in our travels from Harbin to
in Wonderland actually were contrived, to learn that
Mudanjiang to Xi’an to Beijing. I recall seeing only one
Alice was a provost’s daughter. Alice’s mentor was a
Black family from Alabama and two other Black women
professor who spent time with Alice, recording her
who were visiting Beijing. This was not a problem,
fantasy experiences up and down the halls and on the
however, as I later was told by Chinese colleagues that
lawns of Christ’s College, brings reality-based perspecthose who stared were
tive to this classic. Speaking
probably thinking we were
of perspective, being able to
American celebrities. Maybe
go to the land of my ancestors
Goodness comes when
they were trying to figure out
in Ghana, West Africa, riding
I
travel
to
other
places
in
if I were Janet Jackson or
through the countryside and
better, Oprah Winfrey. Some
the villages, and visiting a
this country and to other
really thought my son might
beauty shop that is located
countries, discovering likebe Lil’ Bow-Wow, the rapperright in the front of someone’s
singer and asked to have
small clapboard house where
minded professors of the
photos taken with him time
hair braiding is done, reminded
academy . . . people who know and time again. How do you
me of my own small hometown, a semblance of my
that the essence of being in this live experiences such as this
without being there? Even
mother’s kitchen on a Saturrole is to tweak life a bit
with being able to see the
day afternoon as she plaited
world nowadays from a
my hair. These are good exmore for mankind.
computer’s virtual viewpoint,
periences that have been afto be able to slow it down,
forded to me in higher educaeven
one
byte-roll
at
a
time,
is no substitute for the real
tion. It is good to teach multicultural education, but to
thing.
have firsthand knowledge of it, to live it, is far more
It is good to be mentored into higher education, to
captivating. Being able to see people up close and
have
someone pay attention to you, to see potential for
personally, allowing them to show “this is how I’m
scholarship and leadership in you, to have teachers who
living” is active learning, active living, and active
believe in you and take the time to steer you along the
research maximized.
path to your place in the academy. I firmly believe that
I had a great time last summer as a chosen faculty
the goodness of mankind is the cultural knowledge
scholar visiting, lecturing on the campus of Helilongjiang wealth of its teachers from grades pre-K to 20. I am
speaking of teachers who are willing to pour a little extra
University in Harbin, PRC-China. The experience was
into their students. It started for me in first and second
very special with my twelve-year-old son in tow; his
grades with Mrs. Simmons. In college, I had Drs. Watt
main mission was to skate The Great Wall in Beijing on
Black, Sr. and Gloria Contreras inviting me into their
his already beat-up skateboard—mission accomplished.
homes, showing me that they were mere flesh and bone
To me, it gave new meaning to the words of ‘We Shall
mortals with visions to improve humankind through their
Overcome’ sung by many in Dr. Martin Luther King,
works.
Jr.’s civil rights marches of the 1960s:
One of my mentors introduced me to my first social
We shall overcome.
studies conference, my first knowledge of what scholarWe shall overcome.
ship really means. I was awestruck that I could possibly
We shall overcome, someday.
be respected for doing research, writing up my findings
Oh, deep in my heart,
and presenting that to academicians, then dancing the
I do believe
night away, all in one 24 hour setting! Encounters such
as these set the groundwork for students to make
We shall overcome, someday.
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important choices, follow unfamiliar pathways to
developing sound learning and research habits. Good
mentors equip their students to find their voices and use
them to further the evolution of mankind. Good
mentors let their students know that the work of the
academy will never be over until the issues are resolved:
poverty is eradicated, wars are ended, diseases are
cured, and mankind sees humanity as a collage of one
people, one race.
Speaking of race brings out the ugly in some
people, even in the academy. The American Anthropological Association issued a statement in the 1990’s that
denounced the socially contrived ideal that there are
races of people, saying that there is no biological
connection to that premise and stating, instead, that
people across ethnic groups are genetically 94 percent
alike and that the differences may be more pronounced
intra-ethnically than inter-ethnically (American Anthropological Association, 1998). This pronouncement from
researchers was good, but many prefer to cling to the
residue of ugly, un-evolved research such as that
offered in The Bell Curve, that Blacks are intellectually
inferior to Whites (Herrstein & Murray, 1994). These
authors proclaim one only needs to compare the IQs of
Blacks and Whites entering a four year college and see
that Blacks have higher drop-out rates espousing “the
first and dominate explanation of higher dropout rates is
cognitive ability (Herrstein & Murray, 1994). Correction: this is Herrstein and Murray’s first and dominate
explanation. Other leading scholars posit first and
dominate explanations for such discrepancies as well

Not reporting other dominating
factors that may contribute to
the testing differences such as
poverty, racism, and school
inequity issues is ugly.
(Friere, 2003; Horton & Friere, 1990; Kondo, 1996;
Woodson, 1990). Today countless children are affected
by IQ tests as well as the No Child Left Behind tests
of their reading and math proficiencies in comparison to
their peers. Perhaps this would not be so ugly if it were
not that this single measurement of academic skills is
used to categorize and further create self-fulfilling
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prophecies of doom and gloom for Black, Hispanic/
Latino, Native American children, while uplifting White
children whose scores are reported as higher. The
reports say the so-called achievement gap is widening,
rather than narrowing, implying that Black, Hispanic/
Latino, and Native American children should not be

Speaking of race brings
out the ugly in some people,
even in the academy.
trying to catch-up to others who start out ahead
(Jacobson, Olsen, Rice, Sweetland, & Ralph, 2001).
The type of reporting that shows vast differences in
scores on a single test between Blacks and Whites
serves further to separate the races and to feed the
media frenzy that Whites are somehow smarter, more
intelligent and Blacks, Hispanic/Latinos, and Native
Americans are not, an I told you so contempt, a
presentation of partial data as proof of why they
continue to lag behind. Not reporting other dominating
factors that may contribute to the testing differences
such as poverty, racism, and school inequity issues is
ugly (Jacobson, Olsen, Rice, Sweetland, & Ralph,
2001). Reporting a portion of the data’s picture is ugly,
especially when it affects scores of children during
their formative years when even impressions shape the
mindsets of the young. What about the works of Lev
Vygotsky who introduced the idea that children are
social beings, scaffolded by their elders, influenced by
what they are introduced to by the society in which
they live (Berk & Winsler, 1995)? It is unethical that
countless children are internalizing this message of
failure over and over again. We in the academy now
know that a child’s intellectual growth should not be
measured from the results of one test, especially one
kind of test. We know that assessment is about
determining if students have met the objectives of the
learning experience, not if they can best guess at a
hodgepodge of knowledge bytes. We know that it is
easy to look at quantitative reports and read the numbers but that there is another side to be explored,
reported, and included as well. For some, that is too
messy. For some, it is too messy to have to deal with
the case studies, the ethnographies, the qualitative
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run-ons, the self-accounts, and the narratives. However, to not be fair, to not record the day-to-day forgiving of the human experience, to not discuss, is downright ugly, and is unethical.
Baba Zak A. Kondo (1996) reports that by the time
many Black students complete the seventh grade, they
have internalized the following schisms:
1. Blacks are inferior, lazy and dumb.
2. Whites are superior, hardworking and
intelligent.
3. Blacks have no history and should be
thankful Whites rescued them from savagery.
4. Europe is the mother of civilization. Afrika
is the mother of primitivism.
5. Blacks can do nothing for themselves.
6. Black features (nose, hair, skin color…)
are ugly.
7. Blacks should strive to be like Whites.
8. All Blacks must tom sometimes.
9. Every man or woman has a price.
10. Success is measured by how thick your
wallet is.
11. Black people hold Black people down.
12. Blacks can never unify.
13. Blacks in Amerika have nothing in common
with Blacks in Afrika.
14. Blacks must depend on Whites to help
them.
15. Blacks are cut-throats, thugs and welfare
cheats. (Kondo, 1996, pp. 3-4)
Ugly is when these internal messages play in the minds
of children day in and day out, programming for selfdestruction, self-hatred, and racism. Fast-forward
these children through high school and into college and
the low expectations continue. If Blacks are in higher
education, darkening White campuses, they must be
benefactors of somebody’s affirmative action. No,
actually they are, more than likely, products of today’s
American education in today’s society, which now runs
the gamut. Yet in spite of the mis-education, such
students want the same options and the same opportunities to obtain the American dream of the college degree,
the money-making career, and living a comfortable life.
The ugliness of this missed-education has now
arrived on the college campus. What now? How
will these students be ushered into the life of focused
study, independent learning, and research moments?
A colleague shared with me just the other day this
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sentiment. He had such a student taking his chemistry
course. This student had limited standard English skills.
He did not comprehend the reading assignments or
possess enough background knowledge of the basic
math necessary to be successful in a freshman level
chemistry course. The ugliness of this is that such
students have somehow been failed along the way yet
promoted to the next grade level, passed on to the next
teacher’s domain. Or, worse case, such students have
not been properly taught, exposed to the rigors of
higher education preparation along the way yet promoted as such anyway. Fast-forward to higher education, and the debate over how to best serve such
students gets uglier. The potential is there, yes, but the
necessary prerequisite skills for college success are
not. Professors are frustrated, opting not to water
down their curriculum and justifiably so. The debate

Ugly is when these
internal messages play in the
minds of children day in
and day out, programming
for self-destruction,
self-hatred, and racism.
begins to take shape: If students have somehow passed
the admissions criteria and been accepted into college
yet are in need of services beyond what is traditionally
offered then what should be done now? It is unethical
to admit them, leaving them to flounder and struggle,
hoping they are driven enough to work twice as hard or
hoping they will decide on their own to leave. Counter
that with traditional students’ anger: Why should such
students be allowed, be served, and be given the same
college degree, while others are held accountable to the
traditions? This is a painful admission, but whose
education is it, anyway?
But to continue with the remainder of my narrative,
the bad of working in higher education, as in most
highly analytical professions, involves trying to balance
life outside with the life inside the ivory walls. My
work as a professor demands that I lead a lifestyle that
incorporates all that I am and do. For me, it is not about
leaving the job at the job and moving on to the next
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activity at home or with friends. I have to bring the
family to the workplace, and the workplace goes home
with me most times. I am grateful that my graduate
school mentors showed me how to incorporate my
outside life into the workings of the academy. They
embraced my family, my then newly adopted oldest
daughter, and my husband. I could bring her to campus
or to the College of Education. In emergencies, the
secretary would watch over my daughter while I ran
errands on campus. I was able to place her in a much
sought after campus day care that watched over her for
the few hours I needed to spend attending classes or
studying. Through the years, all three children have
been incorporated in the demands of a higher education

For someone who back-backed into getting a
Ph.D., life in the academy offers promise, opportunity
and a future for me to mentor, pass on, and select
others to join in this service. It feels good to know that
I can effect change for students that I teach, by sharing
the truth, reporting what the data shows, and analyzing
it based on what is there, nothing more, nothing less. It
feels good when the truth can be told from many
perspectives and solutions can be found to make living
better. Just as there are cures to arrest physical, emotional and mental diseases, there are solutions for how to
best educate our children from pre-K to college. Further, it would be an act of love for humanity to release
the false charity that is at work in the so-called helping

It feels good to know that I can effect change for students that I teach,
by sharing the truth, reporting what the data shows, and analyzing
it based on what is there, nothing more, nothing less.
lifestyle. Even so, there are days when the bad of
being a mom, a lover, a wife, and working in higher
education bleed through. It is a balancing act that I
precariously try to work through, taking it one day at a
time. To keep me grounded, all it takes for me is to revisit how my parents, grandparents, and great-grandparents, who were slaves, worked so hard, doing
physical labor, doing menial tasks for others for little or
no pay, and I am snapped back to reality. From that
perspective, suddenly the demands of the academy are
not that bad. Some days however, like when I choose
to give a presentation at a distant conference over
attending my thirteen-year-old son’s end-of-the-year
musical, I feel bad for I realize I can never recapture
that missed memory, that missed opportunity to show
my support in the most attentive manner. The badness
comes in when I began to harbor guilt and overcompensate, for example, by looking the other way when I
should be disciplining him. Loving my husband, too, is a
balancing act, one that we both have had to work out
and continue to work through. The respect for each
other’s life-work has had to evolve. It calls for sharing
our day-by-day schedules, putting the ‘honey-dates’ in
the planner, on MicroSoft’s calendar, sending the
occasional I am thinking of you email, extending the
invitation to galas, functions, and parties, but not being
offended if either of us does not care to accept.
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of Blacks in higher education. As Paulo Friere frames
it: This false charity
constrains the fearful and subdued, the “rejects
of life” to extend their trembling hands. True
generosity lies in striving so that these hands—
of individuals or entire peoples—need be
extended less and less in supplication, so that
more and more they become human hands
which work and, working, transform the world.
(Friere, 2003, p. 45)
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The Impact of Traumatic Events
on College Faculty
Kimberly N. Frazier
Clemson University

N

atural and man-made disasters impact the
Academy and Columbia University. The U.S. Coast
psychological functioning and the everyday
Guard has reported two noose incidents at their acadnormalcy of those affected by the event. One
emy: The first noose was placed in the bag of an
example of these traumatic events include the Great
African-American cadet and the second incident was
Floods of 1993 that washed over portions of the Midplaced on the office door of a White female officer
western states such as Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, and
conducting race relations training in response to the first
North and South Dakota. The Great Floods of 1993
noose incident. Commandant Admiral Thad W. Allen
caused major flood damage to campuses, and many
stated emphatically that racial harassment will not be
universities suffered loss of basic living necessities such
tolerated in the Coast Guard. Additionally, Elijah
as housing, food, and consumable water (Evans, 1993).
Cummings, Chairman of the House Subcommittee on
Another example includes the 1994 earthquake in
Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation has declared
California that caused severe
the incidents acts of terrorism and
damage to five college and unihas called for a thorough investiversity campuses. Much of the
gation (Christoffersen, 2007).
College faculty are often
damage included power disrupIn a separate incident, a
seen as liaisons and
tions, large cracks in campus
noose was discovered on the
buildings, and the collapse of
symbols of normalcy, but office door of an African-Ameriparking structures (McCurdy,
professor, Madonna
little literature exists that can
1994). In all these disasters,
Constantine, at Columbia
much of the literature focused on
University’s Teachers College.
focuses on faculty
student perception and coping
Many consider Columbia Univerperceptions and coping.
once they returned to their camsity a model for liberal pedagogy
puses following the events. Coland champion its diverse and
lege faculty are often seen as liaisons and symbols of
accepting campus culture. Dr. Constantine stated
normalcy, but little literature exists that focuses on
“Pinning a noose on my door reeks of cowardice and
faculty perceptions and coping. When any campus
fear on many levels” (Columbia Professor: Noose
suffers traumatic event, faculty will be significantly
message very personal, 2007, October 11). The
impacted. Recent traumatic natural and man-made
Teachers College President, Susan Furhman stated,
disasters, as noted in the Chronicle of Higher Educa“The TC community and I deplore this hateful act,
tion or other popular media, include such incidents as
which violates every Teachers College and societal
noose hangings, often used as a tool of intimidation that
norm” (Hangman’s noose targets Columbia professor,
has historical significance in the 18th, 19th, and 20th
2007, October 10). After the incident, over 150 stucenturies in the United States. Also recently cited are
dents gathered for an emergency meeting to discuss their
mass shootings on K-12 and college campuses and the
feelings and how to move forward. Students expressed
traumatic aftermath for those involved in the rebuilding
concern and felt that the event deeply impacted the
of the campuses and surrounding communities.
Columbia University campus. Students contended that
Recent incidences of noose hangings on K-12 and
the noose incident was not isolated. The Columbia
college campuses across the United States have begun
Spectator quoted a student as saying, “Hate just seems
to be featured in popular media and academic literature.
part of the culture and it’s an ugly manifestation of the
Two such incidences took place at the U.S. Coast Guard culture here at Columbia” (Columbia Spectator, 2007).
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On April 16, 2007 shooter Seung-Hui Cho descended on the Virginia Tech campus and killed 33
faculty and students and then turned the gun on himself. Experts consider the Virginia Tech shootings the
deadliest massacre on record. The shootings at
Virginia Tech represent another example of traumatic
events occurring on college campuses. The Virginia
Tech massacre left many to wonder: Why here? Why
this campus? Many from the campus community
described feeling that more was lost than friends,
family members, and roommates. The campus lost its
innocence, drive, and desire (Gervich, 2007). Faculty
and students returning to campus after the shootings had
mixed feelings and were asked how they felt about
returning to the campus and the building where the
majority of the shooting occurred. One student who
survived the attack stated, “I’m looking forward to
it. . . . It’s good seeing everybody and good seeing the
survivors” (Lindsey & Gelieneau, 2007). The Virginia
Tech incident, unfortunately, is not an isolated incident
on university campuses. Other examples include the
1996 shooting by engineering student, Fredrick Martin
Davidson. Davidson was reported as pulling out a
handgun while defending his graduate thesis before his
faculty committee and killing three professors. Additionally, in 2000 another graduate student, James Easton
Kelly, of the University of Arkansas, after a decade of
doctoral study was dropped from the program and shot
his major professor and himself in a murder/suicide
(Timeline, 2007).

Many New Orleans institutions
were forced to trim programs
and cut staff in order to survive
in a post-Katrina era.
Hurricane Katrina hit the Gulf Coast on August 29,
2005. It killed more than 1,800 people in Louisiana and
flooded over 80 percent of New Orleans. Experts
consider Katrina one of the deadliest and most costly
natural and man-made disasters in the history of the
United States. The universities surrounding New
Orleans served as symbols of normalcy for faculty,
administrators, and students returning to their campuses
following the storm (Gardner et al., 2007). However,
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many New Orleans institutions were forced to trim
programs and cut staff in order to survive in a postKatrina era. Tulane University was forced to cut more
than 200 faculty positions, eight athletic teams, and
more than a dozen doctoral and undergraduate programs. University of New Orleans declared financial
exigency, which enabled the layoffs of faculty and staff
members regardless of tenure and employment seniority
(One Year, 2007). Xavier University of Louisiana also
declared exigency and laid off more than a third of staff

The results of interviews
with students at 1, 4, and
9 months after the tornado
indicated that distress,
fear, and anger in students
only started to decrease
with time and increased
access to resources.
and faculty regardless of tenure, after returning to
campus post-Katrina. A spared faculty member stated,
“I wouldn’t want to be the one making those tough
decisions” (Mangan, 2006). Though some faculty were
not targeted for layoffs, they still elected to leave their
campuses. A faculty member from the University of
New Orleans states, “I left because I was fed up with
how the university was managing its recovery. . . . The
cut list was leaked to the public.” Many professors
expressed that morale was low and some colleagues
were looking to leave. A faculty member at the University of New Orleans stated, “If you have a policy that
doesn’t honor tenure, it will be harder to attract good
faculty.” It is suspected over 500 positions were cut
among all area universities (Geisler, 2006).
Some research contends that regardless of the type
of occurrence, student coping is impacted by decreased
access to resources. McCarthy and Butler (2003)
conducted a study that allowed students and faculty to
recount the personal impact and disruption of their lives
after a tornado struck Clarksville, Tennessee. Many
students and faculty reported feelings of fear and
distress immediately following the tornado. In addition,
the trauma was further impacted by the disruption of
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normal routines for one year while buildings were
repaired and the campus was renewed. The results of
interviews with students at 1, 4, and 9 months after the
tornado indicated that distress, fear, and anger in
students only started to decrease with time and increased access to resources (McCarthy & Butler,
2003).

Method
The constant comparative method as outlined by
Glaser (1978) was used to collect and analyze data.
The steps of the constant comparative method are (1)
collect data which was done by conducting interviews
with participants; (2) find key issues in the data that
become main categories for focus; (3) collect data that
provides many incidents of the categories of focus; (4)
write about the categories explored, being cognizant of
past incidents while searching for new; (5) work with
the date and emerging model to discover relationships;
(6) sample, code, and write with the core categories in
mind. Using this method ensured the emerging of
themes that developed from working with the data
obtained from the interviews.

as a faculty member?
3. What did you expect when you thought
about returning to the campus following the
storm?
4. How do you think your teaching has
changed following the storm? How has your
delivery of teaching changed since the storm?
5. How do you think the campus climate
has changed since the storm?
6. How have the students changed since
the storm?
7. How have you changed since the storm?

Discussion
Five overall themes emerged from the analysis of
the interviews: (a) university frustration, (b) teaching,
(c) professional career and reputation, (d) work overload, and (e) personal impact. These themes represent
the evolution of the faculty’s personal and professional
life and the factors that shaped that evolution before and
after Hurricane Katrina. These themes also illuminate
the changes in the campus culture and how faculty,
students, and administrators coped with those changes.

Five overall themes emerged from the analysis of the
interviews. . . . These themes represent the evolution of the faculty’s
personal and professional life and the factors that shaped that
evolution before and after Hurricane Katrina.
A total of ten faculty members from various New
Orleans-based colleges were contacted via phone,
e-mail, and mail to solicit their cooperation in the study
and to conduct semi-structured interviews about their
campuses pre- and post-Hurricane Katrina. Two of
the faculty contacted agreed to participate and were
interviewed nine months after Hurricane Katrina. The
current study focused on the impact of the traumatic
event of Hurricane Katrina on faculty members at a
university soon after the hurricane. Researchers asked
participants to discuss their campus climates pre- and
post-Katrina. Interview questions consisted of the
following:
1. Were you born and raised in any of the
areas affected by Hurricane Katrina?
2. How did Hurricane Katrina affect you
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The interviews articulate the dramatic changes in
faculty participants, their students, and their campuses.

University Frustration
The first theme university frustration, garnered the
following responses: “People will start feeling better
about a place, about themselves, if things do start
turning around, but you got to give people hope by
showing them some competent leadership.” “ …the
same thing that bothers me at the university is the things
that bother me in the local government, state government, and federal government. A lack of vision and lack
of leadership.” “I think by leadership saying that it
could be worse doesn’t fly anymore. That was okay last
year, well now we are not out of business.” “…now it’s
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time to show some action because there is no excuse
now not to get it together.” “We can’t keep going on in
this fashion. Of course it could have been avoided if
they had budgeted correctly in the first place.” “…part
of the frustration is that so much of this could have been
avoided, better managed, so a lot of this spills down
from the ineptitude at the top.” “….there is not enough
specificity in how the university looked at how healthy
the programs are, so if they keep doing what they are
doing they will compromise the strong programs that are
left.” The frustration illuminated the disconnect felt by
the faculty with the university leadership and the feeling
of having no part in decisions that ultimately impacted
them, their students, and the academic programs that
they taught and worked.

Teaching
The second theme Teaching speaks to the drastic
changes in the participants’ teaching and the various
ways they coped with making those changes. The
theme of teaching was illuminated by the following
faculty responses: “…We ended up giving a lot of
allowances so there isn’t the academic rigor there once
was.” “…You have to make allowances for someone
who doesn’t have a home or just had their computer
stolen or whatever.” “…when people come from their
trailers, from people’s couches, from commuting from
Baton Rouge, they are unable to give their learning the
same type of focused attention.” “…I think students
come to classes in such a different place because they
are still dealing with post-Katrina.” “…a lot of classes
had to be taught online but nothing beats face to face,
you always lose something when you don’t have a
visual…interaction between the students is spontaneous,
as opposed to typing on a keyboard and waiting.”
Faculty described drastic changes in teaching that had to
be made because both faculty and students were dealing
with consequences of living in local areas, cities, and
living structures that were not their original homes,
having family members scattered throughout the various
cities in the United States other than New Orleans, and
not being able to focus. The faculty attributed this
drastic difference in teaching to the impact of Hurricane
Katrina everywhere in the city: the unsettling quiet of a
once vibrant city, the spray paint of search and rescue
still visible on homes, the water lines still present on
standing homes, and the debris of completely demolished homes and businesses that had not been cleared a
year later.
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Work Overload
Faculty discussed feelings of being driven to keep
up the same pace as before Hurricane Katrina in order
to keep students on track for graduation. At the same
time, they were expected to maintain university tenure
requirements of research publication and scholarship.
The theme Work Overload elicited the following
responses: “…Katrina depressed the program and we
became overworked during the hurricane because we
couldn’t really emotionally recover because we had to

Faculty discussed
feelings of being driven to
keep up the same pace as
before Hurricane Katrina in
order to keep students on
track for graduation.
work online.” “…we had to work more than our
typical load even though we were still doing the dissertation and doctoral work we were expected to do.”
“You come back and you are told that you are not
teaching two courses, you are teaching four courses for
the same pay” “We were doing more work not even
for the same pay…” “Basically we are teaching probono. That’s the only way you can look at it.” “…Everybody takes a hit. We are teaching hard and still
have the exact number of students who still want to
graduate at the same pace and are frustrated because
we don’t have a quicker turn around because we are
teaching extra.” “Sooner or later it gets reflected in
what is communicated to the outside that our program
is no longer a good program. Then you have to start
rebuilding that reputation all over. That is how other
institutions gauge you—by your students and your
scholarly output...” “I was putting together a vita for
something and I realized, in terms of scholarly productivity, I just kept going as if nothing happened.”

Personal Impact
The final theme Personal Impact was intertwined in
all the themes and the faculty talked about not being
able to fully process the personal impact because of the
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demands of work and career. Some responses that
expressed the personal impact theme included: “…I
didn’t know where I was going to be from day to day
because I was an evacuee that was pretty crazy.”
“…Your family is scattered and you are use to having
them all around you.” “...I forget that you lost your
family home, [that] there have been significant changes
for you, that aren’t visible for someone who came back

If the professor is not
operating at his or her best due
to lack of leadership, work
stressors, and personal
stressors, the university and the
students attending the
university will ultimately suffer.
to a house that I had to rebuild.” “...For someone from
[New Orleans] it is a whole entirely different experience
and it’s not about bricks and water. For some it may
seem like bricks and waters, but for others it’s about
what the bricks and water mean.” “…Has to do with
familial stuff because parents were out of town, family
out of town, property messed up…The things I didn’t
worry about before, I do worry about now.”

Implications
The university and its students are as productive
and prepared as the professors that deliver the knowledge. If the professor is not operating at his or her best
due to lack of leadership, work stressors, and personal
stressors, the university and the students attending the
university will ultimately suffer. One way to ensure that
professors continue operating at their best following a
traumatic event requires their respective institutions to
create a contingency plan that ensures the basic needs,
the mental health needs, and the professional needs of
their impacted faculty are properly addressed. The plan
should focus on creating a seamless transition for faculty
immediately following the event, a year after the event,
and planning for future anniversaries of the event.
Measurable benchmarks also need to be included in the
contingency plan to ensure faculty effectively transition
in step with decisions that are being handed down from
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leadership at the university and program levels immediately following these trauma-producing events, a year
later, and subsequent anniversaries.
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Lifting the Veil:
American Scholars Reveal Their Collegiate
Experiences as Students
Darrell Holloman
University of Arkansas, Little Rock

T

o date, little research has been conducted to
capture the college experiences of African
American male faculty members. This study
provides an intense qualitative analysis of four African
American male scholars to illuminate how as college
students they addressed their acculturation into the
social context of American institutions of higher education. The study further highlights how these men
navigated the social and academic systems of the
academy as both undergraduate and graduate students.
Finally, the study displays how these men as college
students connected and integrated into the social and
academic structures of American institutions of higher
education.
It’s so long ago and far away that here in my
invisibility I wonder if it happened at all. Then
in my mind’s eye I see the bronze statue of the
college founder, the cold father symbol, his
hands outstretched in the breathtaking gesture
of lifting a veil that flutters in hard, metallic
folds above the face of a kneeling slave; and I
am standing puzzled, unable to decide whether
the veil is really being lifted, or lowered more
firmly in place; whether I am witnessing a
revelation or a more efficient blinding. (Ellison,
1947, p. 28)
In 1947 Ralph Ellison, in his classic novel, Invisible
Man, expresses an African American male protagonist’s
dilemma over his place within an American institution of
higher education. Ultimately, the protagonist is left with
a sense of isolation that is often felt by African American
male students even today (Cuyjet, 1997; Davis, 1994;
Davis, 1999; Fleming, 1984; McClure, 2006; Tinto,
1993; Webster, Vogel, Wei, & McLain, 2006). Research shows that African American males, irrespective
of institutional type, receive one of the lowest amounts
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of conferred degrees in the United States (Fleming,
1984; Jones, 2000; Jones, 2001; Pascarella &
Terenzine, 1991). According to the National Center for
Education Statistics (U.S. Department of Education,
2002), only 7.2 percent of African American men
between the ages of 18 to 25 years old in the United
States received bachelor degrees in 2001 as compared to
75.5 percent of White men, 73.8 percent of White
women and 10.3 percent of Black women of the same

Research shows that African
American males, irrespective of
institutional type, receive one of
the lowest amounts of conferred
degrees in the United States.
age group (U.S. Department of Education, 2002).
Further, the percentage of African American men
receiving the bachelor degree was only slightly higher
than Hispanic and Asian men (5.9 and 6.5 percent
respectively) and Hispanic and Asian women (6.5 and
6.0 percent respectively) (U.S. Department of Education, 2002). The only groups of degree recipients
substantially lower than African American male bachelor
degree recipients were Native American men and
women (0.8 and 0.7 percent respectively) (U.S. Department of Education, 2002).
These data regarding African American males also
follow a very similar pattern for both master’s and
doctoral degree attainment in the United States, with
African American men receiving 6.0 and 3.5 percent of
those degrees, respectively (U.S. Department of Education, 2002). For the master’s degree these numbers
compare to White males at 64.8 percent, White females
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at 70.9 percent, and African American women at 9.7
percent. For the doctoral degree these numbers compare to 56.4 percent of White males, 67.0 percent of
White females, and 6.7 percent of African American
females (U.S. Department of Education, 2002). Such
low numbers provoke some interesting questions for
researchers and practitioners. For example, how do

How do African American
male students successfully
maneuver the American
educational pipeline?
African American male students successfully maneuver
the American educational pipeline? What are their
experiences? Where do these men seek solace on our
college campuses? How do these men interpret their
socialization processes in institutions of higher education? Although slight, there is a current body of research
that attempts to answer these questions in an effort to
enhance the experiences of African American male
students on American college campuses (Cuyjet, 1997;
Davis, 1999; Fleming, 1984; Jones, 2000; Jones, 2001;
Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991). However, within the
budding literature on African American men in institutions of higher education, there is scant research available that displays successful models of African American
men who have navigated the social and academic
structures of American institutions of higher education.
This study illuminates the journey of four African
American male faculty members who recount their
social adjustment as college students to the environments of American institutions of higher education.

Review of the Literature
The African American Male Faculty
The socialization experience of the African American male professoriate in American institutions of
higher education has often reflected a voyage which
lacks meritocracy. Anderson (1993) states:
The post-World War II rationales that justified
the exclusion of African American scholars
from the academy and thereby defined them as
the antithesis of merit, placed on African
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American scholars a badge of inferiority that
continues into our own present. Even in
today’s environment, the question of hiring
African American scholars at traditionally
White universities is invariably followed by the
question of “qualification” or “merit.” African
American scholars are often suspicious of the
process in which their quest for integration is
surrounded by an exacerbated debate of
meritocratic principles and a strong emphasis
on hiring only “qualified” Blacks. (p. 153)
Although the actual number of African American male
faculty members at American institutions of higher
education has increased, their presence on American
college campuses is still relatively incredible. American
male faculty members in the United States who hold the
rank of full professor are only 2.0 percent of the
professoriate, with associate professors accounting for
3.0 percent, and assistant professors 3.4 percent.
These figures are alarmingly low when compared to
White male faculty members who are at 70.1, 55.7 and
44.1 percent respectively, and White female faculty

Research that discusses
African American male faculty
members’ social experiences
on American college campuses
is surprisingly similar to the
experiences of African
American male college students.
members who are at 18.4, 29.3 and 36.1 percent
respectively. Additionally, when factoring in a gender
variable, the percentage of African American male
faculty members at 2.6 percent is only slightly larger at
all ranks of the professoriate than African American
female faculty members at 2.5 percent (Digest of
Education, 2002).

African American Male Faculty Socialization
Research that discusses African American male
faculty members’ social experiences on American college
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campuses is surprisingly similar to the experiences of
African American male college students. The literature
often reports that African American male faculty members express frustrations as they grapple with feelings of
isolation in American institutions of higher education,
particularly if those environments are predominately
White (Allen, 2000). This research generally reflects
that African American male professors, much like their
African American male students, also cite difficulty
navigating the social and academic environments of
American institutions of higher education (Butner, 2000;
Jackson, 1991; Jones, 2001; Patitu; 2000; Tierney &
Bensimon, 1996; Weems, 2003). African American
faculty members, particularly those who work at
historically White institutions, express concern for the
lack of value that is often attributed to their scholarly
contributions or their academic rigor as intellectuals
(Jackson, 1991). African American faculty members

challenges which are often described by African American male professors are seen as barriers, which not only
hampers their access and mobility in higher education,
but much like their African American male students,
prohibits them from connecting to the social structures
and systems of American colleges and universities
(Allen, Epps, Guillory, Suh & Bonous-Hammarth, 2000;
Sadao, 2003).

Educational Significance of the Study
Even though African American male faculty
members are present on contemporary college campuses, to date little research has been conducted to
capture their experiences in an effort to provide insight
on how these men as college students adapted to the
social and academic environments of American institutions of higher education. This study provides an
intense qualitative analysis of four African American

This study provides an intense qualitative analysis of four
African American male scholars in an effort to illuminate
their experiences and display how these men, even as college
students, addressed their acculturation into the social context
of American institutions of higher education.
reveal that their extensive teaching loads, cumbersome
service obligations, and required presence on committees that target “Black” issues often serves as a deterrent
to their promotion and tenure processes (Allen et al.,
2000).
Interestingly, as African American male students
struggle to find appropriate role models to assist in their
transitions to college environments (Tinto, 1993;
Schwitzer et al., 1999), African American faculty
members view the mentorship process as a “doubleedged” sword when developing their relationships within
American institutions of higher education (Patitu et al.,
2001; Weems, 2003). On the one hand these faculty
members believe that they fail to receive adequate
mentorship themselves as they advance through faculty
ranks, while on the other hand they express concerns for
the extensive mentoring that they believe is expected of
them for students, particularly in regard to the minority
students on their campuses (Patitu, Young-Hawkins,
Larke, Webb-Johnson, & Sterling, 2000). These
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male scholars in an effort to illuminate their experiences
and display how these men, even as college students,
addressed their acculturation into the social context of
American institutions of higher education. The study
highlights the experiences of these African American
male professors by revealing how they were able to
successfully navigate the social systems of the academy
as both undergraduate and graduate students. Finally,
the study contributes to the literature by providing
insight into how these men were able to connect and
integrate into the social and academic structures of
American institutions of higher education as college
students.
As each man recalls his early experiences, there are
a combination of events that helped to shape, develop
and prepare him for his entrance into post-secondary
education. All of the men attended college away from
home, and so none of them were commuter students.
Consequently, at the point that these men became young
adults they each ventured away from the safe haven of
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family, friends, teachers, church, and community which
they had come to rely on as stable influences in their
lives. When making his transitions to college each man
stated, in various ways, how the lessons they learned in
their undergraduate experience regarding social adjustment helped him to better acculturate to the social and
academic structure of the academy as African American
men in higher education.

Theoretical Framework
The Challenges of African American
Men in College
The social adjustment of African American men on
college campuses is a current concern for those individuals interested in the retention and attrition of these
students within American institutions of higher education
(Fleming, 1984, Tinto, 1993; Pascarella & Terezini,
1991; Feagin, Vera, & Imani, 1996). Much of the
research that investigates the interaction between African
American men and institutions of higher education often
reveals that African American men face a myriad of
challenges in higher education structures; and as a result,
they are unsuccessful in adapting to the social and
academic environments of their college campuses.
Researchers who have studied the phenomenon of
African American male college students and their
interaction with American institutions of higher education have focused primarily on: (a) their inability to
adjust to the academic and social rigors of college; (b)
the necessity of these men to understand and facilitate
the complexities of race on their college campuses,
particularly at predominately White institutions, and; (c)
the need for these men to develop supportive networks
and relationship with peers as well as faculty members,
especially with those individuals who mirror their own
experiences (Tinto, 1993; McClure, 2006; Watson &
Kuh, 1996).
In response to helping these men connect to their
environments, institutions of higher education have
been charged with: (a) providing environments which
are conducive to supporting the successful navigation
of these men through colleges and universities, and (b)
targeting aspects of the African American self which are
important to developing the African American male
identity of Black men on college campuses (Davis,
1999; Schwitzer, Griffin, Anci, & Thomas, 1999; Tinto,
1993)
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Epistemological Models
Regarding the social adjustment of African American
college students, Schwitzer et al. (1999) state, “One
critical factor in the retention and success of African
American students at predominately White institutions is
the individual’s experience within the campus environment” (p. 189). Schwitzer et al. surmise that as students maneuver through institutions of higher education
they are faced with four levels of adjustment factors
(academic, institutional, personal-emotional, and social).
These authors also conclude that a central component of
success for African American college student at institutions of higher education, particularly within predominately White environments, relates to these students’
ability to adjust to the social aspects of their colleges and
universities. This idea of success through social avenues
is supported in the research of Watson and Kuh (1996),
who found that adjusting to the social environment of
institutions of higher education was important for
African American students on both predominately White
as well as Black campuses. Watson and Kuh (1996)
report, “The social context contributes to learning
because students, in negotiating the nature of interpersonal relations, must use both cognitive and affective
skills. Thus faculty and peers are key influences in the
success of most students” (p. 422). Such research
suggests that African American male students’ ability to
connect to their college campuses depends on their
ability to contextualize their relationships with the social
and academic infrastructure of American institutions of
higher education.
As a means of understanding the social dynamics of
college students and their college environments, Tinto
(1993) indicates that if the social and academic expectations of college students go unmet, those students in turn
withdraw from institutions of higher education. A
psychosocial theorist, Tinto is concerned with the
attrition and retention of students within American
institutions of higher education, and he believes that the
successful acculturation of student into institutions of
higher education involves their abilities to connect to the
social and academic infrastructures of their institutions.
Tinto argues in his Theory of Individual Student Departure that,
individual departure from institutions can be
viewed as arising out of a longitudinal process
of interactions between an individual with given
attributes, skills, financial resources, prior
educational experiences, and dispositions
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(intentions and commitments) and other members of the academic and social systems of the
institution. (1993, p. 113)
Tinto further believes that a student’s integration to an
institution of higher education refers to the extent with
which the student shares the normative attitudes and
values of peers and faculty members through both
formal and informal social processes (Tinto, 1993).
Tinto identifies a student’s ability to interact and connect with faculty members as being a critical component in preventing their departure from an institution of
higher education. He states, “By contrast, the absence
of faculty contact and/ or the perception that they are
largely formalistic exchanges limited to the narrow
confines of academic work prove to be tied to the
occurrence of voluntary withdrawal” (p. 57). Tinto
does suggest that there are differences in the socialization experiences of African American college students
and their White peers within American institutions of
higher education.
Regarding the college experience of African
American students in general, Tinto (1993) suggests
that like their White peers, these students’ integration to
institutions of higher education involves their ability to
develop substantive processes which involves connecting socially and academically to college environments.
Tinto believes, however, that African Americans have
more difficulties connecting to their institutions academically than socially because they “are more likely to
come from disadvantaged backgrounds and to have
experienced inferior schooling prior to college” (p. 73).
For this population of students, Tinto stresses the
importance of developing the student/faculty relationship, which he believes assist African American college
students’ persistence in their academic endeavors. In
regard to the social acculturation of African American
students, Tinto suggests that these students benefit
from developing more formal connections (i.e., academic departments, faculty interaction, university
committee work) to their institutions than their White
peers. He concludes that aside from discriminatory
factors, African Americans find it difficult to connect to
institutions of higher education because of their dilemma in finding members on their campuses who
mirror their experiences; this may be particularly true
of African American men on most American college
campuses (Watson & Kuh, 1996; Tinto, 1993).
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Franklin (1999) suggests that the failure of African
American male students to connect to institutions of
higher education may suggest that they face inner and
intra-social conflicts which stem from their psychosocial development as Black men in American society.
Franklin (1999) states:
Many African American men believe they
cannot be helped absent an appreciation of
what it means to be Black and a male in this
society. I believe the inner conflicts that grow
out of living as Black men can be understood
by what I consider the recurrent theme of
invisibility experienced within the African
American community and the consequences of
managing its impact. (p. 761)
Franklin (1999) defines invisibility as “an inner struggle
with the feeling that one’s talents, abilities, personality
and worth are not valued or even recognized because
of prejudice and racism” (p. 761). As a result, Franklin
indicates that it is challenging for African American
men to develop successful social interactions because
they are constantly forced to filter their recognition and
validation through racial processes which do not
support them individually or collectively. Franklin states
in his Model of the Invisibility Syndrome that, “It
[presents] a way to explain the intrapsychic [sic] struggle
of personal identity by African American men as the
individual confronts specific encounters with racism,
particularly in cross-racial circumstances, and how those
experiences obscure genuine identity and promote
inherent stress related to their management. (p. 763).
Franklin concludes that the central focus of his model is
to address the psychological underpinnings that hinder
the identity development of African American men as
they evolve within a larger social, political, economic
and cultural context.
A review of the theoretical frameworks regarding
African American men in institutions of higher education helps researchers and practitioners to conceptualize the challenges that these men often face in their
efforts to socially adapt to the environments of the
academy. An investigation of such a phenomenon is
important because it not only provides insight into both
the individual and collective concerns of these men, but
it also informs colleges and universities on how as
social institutions they can better assist in the development of these men. Ultimately, an intense study of the
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college experiences of African American men, particularly those men who have successfully maneuvered the
educational pipeline, serves to better inform the policies,
practices, and funding sources that institutions of higher
education support and sponsor.

Research Design and Method
Life History Methodology
This study uses life histories to intensely document
the experiences of four African American male faculty
members who were educated in American institutions
of higher education. Life histories are useful to researchers who are interested in filling gaps in historical
records by examining contemporary events from the

Life histories are useful to
researchers who are interested
in filling gaps in historical
records by examining
contemporary events from the
living memory of individuals in
order to place those memories
within their larger social
and cultural context.
living memory of individuals in order to place those
memories within their larger social and cultural context
(McDowell, 2002). Norman Denzin (1989) defines life
history as an “account of a life based on interviews and
observations” (p. 48). William Tierney (2000) further
explains that a life history is a “written account elicited
through interviews by an individual who seeks to
understand a life in order to gain a greater understanding
of cultural notions” (p. 540).
In addition, Tierney (2000) finds,
The life history not only represents the memory
of an individual, it also produces identity. The
challenge to us as researchers is to ensure that
individuals are not the object of our discourses,
but rather the agents of complex, partial, and
contradictory identities that help transform the
worlds they and we inhabit. (p. 540)
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Subsequently, life histories provide a snapshot into the
lives of individuals as they perceive and interpret the
world from their own finite perspective. Such an
intense analysis of a human life is often missed in
quantitative studies, or, for that matter, large qualitative
studies, which fail to reveal the complexity of the
individual self.

Procedures
Data for this study was collected through three indepth interviews of four parts, resulting in a total of 12
interviews overall, which were conducted with four
African American male scholars during the Fall of 2004
and the Spring of 2005. The respondents were located
in three states: New Jersey, Illinois, and Pennsylvania.
They teach and work within both public and private
American research institutions which range from
prestigious Ivy League schools, to urban tier-two
schools, to semi-urban doctoral intensives. The men
hold ranks that range from associate to full professor.
The interview took place in-person, at the institution of
each of the faculty members. Each interview was tape
recorded by the researcher. The first two interviews
were used to capture and record the men’s perceptions
of both their personal and professional lives. These sets
of interviews were 60-90 minutes in length. The last
interview was used as a means for the men to reflect on
their experiences as Black male faculty members in
American society. These interviews lasted from 45-60
minutes. At the beginning of each interview, participants
were given a brief overview of the purpose of the study,
the topics that would be covered, and the probable
length of time that the interview required. To allow
these men an opportunity to explore their ideas and
areas of personal significance, all of the interviews
concluded with a short open-ended discussion.
As the data were collected, common themes, salient
issues, and concerns for future research were compared,
coded, categorized, and analyzed according to methods
used by Ian Dey (1993) and Irving Seidman (1998).
Recognizing that dependability, transferability, credibility, and conformability are important criteria for trustworthiness in qualitative research, the process of
verification was used. Each man was provided with a
copy of his original transcript for review and to check
for correct content. Member checking was accomplished by each man’s providing comments on both the
written transcriptions as well as the concluding chapter
of the study. Peer examination was sought by consistent
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review from an outside reader as well as from colleagues who were familiar with the study. Further,
realizing that triangulation of the data is an important
component in establishing internal validity, multiple
methods were employed as a means of “confirming
emerging findings” (Merriam, 1998). Consequently,
triangulation was achieved through a combination of
interviews, observations, and document analysis.
Document analysis and persistent observation was
achieved by reviewing each man’s curriculum vita, his
school’s web pages, his work setting and environment,
and, when possible, his home life.

Data Analysis
Thematic Content Analysis was used to examine the
interview data. Interview data were examined across
and within categories where both similarities and
differences were sought in emerging themes. Siedman
(1998) offered two ways researchers can analysis
interview data: (a) Crafting a Profile and (b) Thematic
Content Analysis. The researcher used Thematic
Content Analysis to search for “connecting threads and
patterns among the excerpts within those categories and
for connections between the various categories that
might be called themes” (Siedman, 1998, p. 107).
Seidman then suggests that interesting segments be
noted, labeled, and put into an appropriate file which is

This article will focus
primarily on the respondents’
introduction to the American
educational system where they
discuss their socialization
experiences as college students.
called coding. The researcher employed a process
called winnowing to begin the coding process. As a
result of the winnowing process, 55 preliminary categories emerged. In an effort to provide a further analysis
of the data and to “chunk” the information in search of
themes, these categories were placed into matrices.
To capture the repetition of categories the initial 55
categories were collapsed into 14 subcategories: Biography, Family Life, Influences, Educational Experiences,
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Racial Experiences, Faculty Life, Connections/Disconnections, Research Agenda, Mentorship, Collaboration,
Tenure, Teaching/Scholarship/Service, Attraction, and
Grants/Funding. These categories were assigned
numbers and placed into a matrix which produced the
following themes: (a) respondents’ biographical background and influences, (b) respondents’ introductions to
the American educational system, (c) respondents’
transition to faculty life, (d) respondents’ coping mechanisms as faculty members, and (e) respondents’ perceptions of the academy. This article will focus primarily
on the respondents’ introduction to the American
educational system where they discuss their socialization experiences as college students within American
institutions of higher education.

Results of the Study
I thought it was only this little letter but it just
happened that I placed it on old stationery with
Cornell all over it. And then the chair of my department was Black and I think that I embarrassed him.
So this kind of knowing that there are consequences for what I thought was an individual act
but then it reflected on him. And it put the university at potential risk. I apologized but there was no
kind of restitution that I could do and I think it
probably silenced me for awhile. But I was learning my environment and then it was clear to me that
there was a broader, corporate agenda pinnacle
everywhere. And so I said I just need to go to the
library and stay in the library, forget the activism!
(Marion)
The Undergraduate Experience

Introductions to American Higher Education
The quote above reflects Marion’s naïveté about
what is perceived as acceptable behavior in graduate
school. And he finds that sometimes personal choices
and decisions can have far greater impact than a
young, passionate graduate student could imagine:
A very negative experience happened in my
first year. I had been sort of socially conscious, racially and economically, so I was
trying to play that out in practice. But ultimately, it was more out of concern about a
cultural outlet in a small town where there was
only one radio station that played Black music.
The radio station was on the air only two hours
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a night from 10:00pm – 12:00am and it had a
Black DJ. But then the station was taken over
by a large corporation and they were changing
the program, so I wrote a scathing commentary
to the new management and I ended with,
“Keep your damn hands off of night town!”
And I used paper, old discarded paper from my
office. It had been letterhead that had been
changed, it was discarded, but it was still old
letterhead. And so a week or so later the
chairman of my department called me in
because he had gotten a letter from the vice
president of university relations. He had a
copy of the letter and I see that he has the
letter. Actually, at that moment it became clear
to me that there are consequences for your
actions, right. Now I thought I was making an
individual statement but it was clear to me and
I learned very quickly that your kind of individual actions are always connected to where
you are. (Marion, personal communication,
December 19, 2004)
Like Marion, most men in this study were foreign to
higher education and its environments. And although
Marion cited probably the most extreme case, each man
discussed the importance of learning how the social and
academic systems of American higher education
worked. This process was a continuous one for most
of the men which began when they were students in
their undergraduate programs.
Marion, who was the only man to attend a private,
Ivy-League, all-male historically Black college, speaks
of his lessons in the variance of social class within the
African American community:
I learned about social class in my transition to
my second college. At the local college I
attended after high school it was really a
working class school environment, and the kids
were first generation college students. But
when I transferred to this other school it was
clear to me there was this whole kind of major
class formation, formations that I thought I
knew about in my town, but it was on a whole
other level here. I had a roommate my first
year, you know, and people talked about what
they did during the summer break, now he was
very reluctant to say. I had taken a little job
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and tried to get money for shoes and I ask him
what did you do and he said something under
his breath. And I said, “What did ya’ say?”
Well he had traveled through Europe because
he was in Jack and Jill. He was a Jack and Jill
kid, so I said, “What’s Jack and Jill?” And I
got this sort of orientation to Jack and Jill.
Even in the parking lot, I mean the sort of cars
that were in the parking lot. We were all the

So I thought I was not as
good as other people because
of my background but it became
clear that I was smarter
than those people.
same age but I noticed in the parking lot that
some people had the resources to get a particular car. Then it became clear that people had
lived economically in ways I could not even
fathom. And Black people on top of that!
(Marion, personal communication, December
19, 2004)
Being from a small college town in the Deep South,
Marion reports that he was aware that some African
Americans did better financially than others. He
indicates that although his family was not rich, due to
his father’s employment, his family did better financially
than families who lived further away from the center of
town.
But it was in his new environment that Marion is
exposed to the African American elite. Consequently,
Marion’s world expands as he is introduced to African
Americans who due to their social standing experience
things that he personally was not accustomed to
experiencing. Marion states how the things that he
learned from his peers helped him adjust to his undergraduate institution and later informed his experiences
in graduate school. He also indicates that what he
learned as an undergraduate student even influenced
his later experiences as a professor in the academy.
Marion remembers:
So I thought I was not as good as other people
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because of my background but it became clear
that I was smarter than those people [we
laugh]. And I wouldn’t say smarter in a kind of
innate ability but I worked harder and they
were lazy. I found a lot of my peers lazy
because they felt they didn’t need a degree. I
also learned in undergraduate that you should
always try to please your teacher. Now as a
professor, when kids try to please me, I say,
see I am with you, right. Always try to impress
your professor! And professors are impressed
if you engage in your work and you go beyond.
And I figured that out early on and then people
paid me special attention, a couple of my
professors advised me and nurtured me and
that started me early own thinking about
potential academic careers. (Marion, personal
communication, December 19, 2004)

The men saw their
undergraduate experiences
expanding on the lessons on
race that they learned or
witnessed earlier in the
educational pipeline.
Adam, who attended a predominately White
institution, speaks of his experience as an African
American undergraduate student at his institution:
My educational experiences were awesome! I
went to a college in the Carolinas and there is
no better place to go to college from my point
of view. Black students who went to my
college had a lot of pride in who they were and
if you arrived there you knew you were meant
to be there. There were, I don’t know like
between thirteen or seventeen percent African
American students, so there was a lot of
positive competition at being the best that you
could be. (Adam, personal communication,
December 28, 2004)
Adam further discusses how he perceived his personal
development by the time he reached his institution as an
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undergraduate:
What is good about my development through
my educational system is that I wasn’t dependent upon other people and how they treated
me. I was only dependent upon myself and my
immediate family and what was expected. So
I never had to look externally to feel validated.
Being at my college was just another way that I
looked around and saw all these positive people.
And you knew you were where you were
supposed to be. (Adam, personal communication, December 28, 2004)
Both Marion’s and Adam’s experiences reflect
how institutional fit was an important factor for both
men. In Marion’s case, he was able to learn about
social class difference in an educational and social
environment dissimilar from the ones he was accustomed to, but it is an environment where he could
comfortably ask questions and witness social mobility in
the African American community from peers who in
some regards shared his experience as a young African
American male in American society. And he felt
comfortable within this supportive environment to
challenge his own personal and collective assumptions
regarding African American social class. Adam
displayed a healthy confidence in his abilities as a Black
college student on his White campus which seems to
stem from having a strong African American social
network as a child.
Consequently, as Adam moved into a predominately
White collegiate environment without the safety
network of his previous support systems he purports
the transition is seamless. This point is compelling
because the literature often suggests that many African
American students describe their predominately White
college experience as being isolated and lonely
(Fleming, 1984; Jones, 2001; Tinto, 1993). Possibly,
Adam did not have as much of a negative experience in
his social adaptation to such an environment because
he had developed a sense of his individuality from his
family and community influences before he even
arrived on his college campus.

Acculturation to the Social Systems
of Higher Education
Each of the men in the study indicates that he
came to college with different expectations. A young
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man of many talents, Amilcar was interested in photography when he arrived to college. He states, “I took up
photography as a hobby in high school and I initially
thought that when I went to college I would major in
photography” (Amilcar, personal communication,
January 7, 2005).” So Amilcar arrives at college with a
passion for photography, but an early encounter with a
university representative quickly influences him to
redirect his interests. He recalls:
I took a year off between high school and
college, so I went to the college to request a
delay in my admissions and while I was there I
went to talk to the people in the photography
department. And the person that I met, he sat
me down and asked me what kind of photography was I interested in doing. I told him that I
was interested in social documentary and I
showed him this photographic essay that I did
in high school; which was trying to document
African American and Latino families who
were exercising agency by taking over abandon buildings and squatting in those buildings,
fixing them up in response to the cities lack of
ability to provide affordable housing. So I was
talking to him about this interest, social documentary, and he hands me a book after the
conversation by Gordon Parks, a very famous
Black photographer. And I was aware of
Gordon Parks, but the book of Gordon Parks
was about the photography of flowers, it had to
do with nature, which was not along the lines
of my interest. And so I left feeling that the
only reason he gave me this particular book is
that he didn’t hear my interest but saw my
color. So when I left his office I had already
determined that when I started the college that I
would not take photography. (Amilcar, personal
communication, January 7, 2005)
Amilcar’s experience is probably not foreign to other
students who attend American institutions; many
students enter college and encounter university administrators or faculty members who they may feel did not
listen to their interests. What is intriguing in Amilcar’s
case is that he provides an additional analysis of his
situation and immediately attributes it to being a racial
matter; and as a result of this interaction, which he
filters through his racial lens, he decides not to consider
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photography as a major choice of study. Such an
experience reveals that Amilcar arrived at college not
only with a preconceived notion of himself, but also
with a preconceived notion of how he would be viewed
by others. It is possible that the person Amilcar met
only gave him the book as a point of reference, but
from Amilcar’s previous personal and educational
experiences, he immediately considers the interaction a
matter which questions his racial identity. And as a
result, Amilcar assumes that his desire to become a
photographer was negated by the university representative, who Amilcar perceives only views him as an
African American photographer without his own unique
sense of photographic expression.
Mostly, these men report their undergraduate
experiences as enjoyable. Drew (personal communication, December 2, 2004) recalls, “In undergraduate I
was a psychology and sociology major. I was very
interested in psychology but I loved sociology for the
broader perspective it had on life…the human experience.” Marion states:
I was a sociology major and from day one it
was assumed that I would go to graduate
school. So it was a whole different orientation
for me about surpassing the status quo. Honestly, to surpass the status quo of my family I
only had to graduate from high school that was
my only expectation, so college was really
deserved and graduate school well…but as soon
as I got to my undergraduate institution it was
assumed that I would go to graduate school and
applications were brought to me. And I met
with graduate school recruiters in my junior
year and the only question that remained was
what graduate school program I would choose.
(Marion, personal communication, December
19, 2004)
But even in those enjoyable moments there were
various lessons on social adaptation where these men
learned what it means to be an African American male
student on an American college campus. The men saw
their undergraduate experiences expanding on the
lessons on race that they learned or witnessed earlier in
the educational pipeline. And in some cases their
perceptions or misperceptions on issues surrounding
race did not come just from White people. Amilcar
(personal communication, January, 2005) states:
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So when I got to college I was much more
interested in having a third world group as
opposed to just a Black student group and I
became very active there and we had a
newsletter and things like that. And it became
something that even the administrators of the
college read but it was somewhat of a lonely
experience in college. On the one hand I
socialized with the third world students; and I
socialized with the Black students but I was
also considered within that group somewhat of
an odd ball because I was interested in mathematics and everyone else was doing social
science. I was a premed major but I wasn’t
doing premed and so why was I doing physics
and mathematics, isn’t that something that
White people are concerned with; and if you
are Black shouldn’t you be concerned with
social sciences because that is going to give us
the tools to solve our problems in the country,
not mathematics.
So even though Amilcar is African American himself,
because he did not undertake what his African American peers perceived as a traditional mode of study, he
raises their suspicion regarding the authenticity of his
“Blackness.” Subsequently, Amilcar’s sense of isolation
was not fueled by race alone but in his simply choosing
a major course of study, a choice which to some degree
alienated him from other African Americans who did not
share his same interests.

In graduate school these men
began to face different
challenges that were foreign in
many respects to the things they
experienced as young men in
their undergraduate programs.
Regardless of the experiences of these men in their
undergraduate years, each man was in some way
influenced or encouraged to continue his graduate
studies. In graduate school each man indicates that
his lessons on social adaptability continued to enhance
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his understanding how he was situated as an African
American man in American institutions of higher
education. These men suggest that their experiences in
graduate school were instrumental in their further
acculturation as African American male college students into the social and academic environments of the
academy.
The Graduate School Experience

Learning the Graduate School System
As each man advanced to graduate school, his
ability to adjust to the social and academic environment
of higher education became more refined. By this time,
accustomed to being African American men in predominately White environments, each man reports
having some understanding of how to situate themselves socially and academically within these environments. But in graduate school these men began to face
different challenges that were foreign in many respects
to the things they experienced as young men in their
undergraduate programs. In graduate school some of
the men report having or wanting a more individualistic
experience than they had as undergraduate students.
Drew states:
I was very popular as an undergraduate and
was involved in so many different things; I was
a campus leader, so going to graduate school I
wanted to change that. I got tired of being so
well known, I was on a small campus, involved
in every kind of committee–Black Student
League, I was an All-American soccer player
and so all that stuff brought lots of people and I
got tired of that. So when I went to graduate
school I didn’t want to be known. I played
semi-pro soccer for three years when I went to
graduate school for three years, but I didn’t
want people at school to know about it because
I just wanted to separate those lives. And so
the faculty at graduate school, psychology
faculty, tended to be people that I couldn’t fully
trust anyway because they didn’t seem to be
open. They didn’t seem to be open to diversity
even though there was much more openness to
diversity than I had ever witnessed. (Drew,
personal communication, December 2, 2004)
Although these men were familiar enough, as is the
case of Drew, with the social and academic systems of
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American institutions of higher education enough to
voluntarily withdraw from its structures, each man held
different expectations of how those systems should
work best to support him. Drew, who is mistrustful of
the sincerity of his faculty, reveals,
Being Black I didn’t think that any faculty
members were interested in any of my issues
but I also didn’t spend much time bemoaning
that because of my social life in graduate school
with friends – other folks of color. We created
our own intellectual environment. So it was a
haven away from the seminary and the psychology program. (Drew, personal communication,
December 2, 2004)
Consequently, Drew views graduate school as an
environment where he can collaboratively work with his
peers even if he does not find that same level of support
from the graduate school faculty. Marion states:
Graduate school was another major transition
for me. I traveled to a little rural, very rural
hamlet outside of New York. So, here I am in
this small county, with a population of thirty
thousand, and with lots of educational resources
available at the school. So it is a highly literate
and sophisticated Utopia among a largely
working class [population] in the Appalachian
area. I think it was there that I really became a
thinking person. I was developing the skills in
undergraduate but then in graduate school I was
exposed to this huge body of knowledge, I
mean that is what graduate school is about. I
was young, too! I went right from undergraduate; so it was a time to experiment, intellectually
and socially, and that what really graduate
school became for me. (Marion, personal
communication, December 19, 2004)
So for Marion graduate school is a place where his
social and intellectual development which was fostered
as an undergraduate student grows and expands as he
advances his educational pursuits.
Adam (personal communication, December 29,
2004) recalls:
I think if my faculty was betting on who was
going to be the best or the brightest, they would
not have bet on me, by any means, so I think
that I have been the surprise of the bunch. I
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didn’t have the highest GRE scores and I didn’t
have the mindset of an educator. I was trained
as a businessman. I was a systems engineer
prior to attending graduate school and my ways
of thinking were in total contrast to how many

I wasn’t politically correct
because that was not important to
me. What’s important to me is
that you are honest with me and
then let’s move from there.
educators view the world. I wasn’t politically
correct because that was not important to me.
What’s important to me is that you are honest
with me and then let’s move from there. I
challenged faculty in the sense of asking very
difficult questions.
Unlike Drew, Marion and Adam feel they connect to
their graduate school experiences but in different ways.
Marion sees graduate school as a place where he can
develop as an intellectual and credits his naiveté with
helping him in that transition. Adam, having worked in
the business field prior to entering graduate school,
attributes that experience as providing him with a
different perspective than one traditionally finds in
higher education environments.
Amilcar reports that although he experiences a sense
of isolation from his African American peers in his
undergraduate school because of his interest in mathematics, when he arrives at his graduate program he
finds a welcome surprise. He states:
When I got to graduate school there was a
sizable group of Black students doing mathematics in this mathematics department. It
was extraordinary! I was like this was just so
welcoming to me. They already had a Black
student organization within the mathematic
department that met regularly and they would
not only talk about the social problem and
issues of Black students within the department
or university, but they also did things like
sponsored talks from among members of the
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group. So you would have a math talk to give
to the group. So there was this extraordinary
combination within the department, within this
group, both sort of the social support and the
intellectual support. (Amilcar, personal communication, January 7, 2005)
Amilcar credits the increase in the number of
Black students in the program as an intentional effort
by his graduate department. Amilcar (personal
communication, January 7, 2005) continues:
It must have been maybe eighteen or twenty of
us in the department, and we were a good, I
would say like thirteen or fourteen percent of
the graduate students in the department. And
we were good! That was because there was
one mathematician in the department who went
to schools to recruit Black students and where
did he go? He went to the Southern schools.
So I was one of two Black students who were
from the North.
Consequently, Amilcar connects to his graduate program in a way that he did not in his undergraduate
program because he finds himself at a place where a

and intellectual development of African American
college students. Such an observation supports
Marion’s position in which he credits attending a
predominately Black institution as being instrumental in
shaping his social and intellectual development. But
just as the case in their undergraduate experiences,
these men were provided with lessons on social adaptability in graduate school that involve both external and
internal influences.

Facilitating the Social Structures
of Graduate School
These lessons on social adaptability were sometimes
unintentional and helped them to place their experiences
as African American men into a larger context within
American society. Such is the case with Drew:
As I said the social group that got together was
more activist and the writing we did bonded us
in a lot of ways. There were Latino students,
you know, Mexican and Puerto Rican students
as well as a few Asian students – Chinese
American students, particularly one Chinese
American student. And the other thing about
being in my program was that I felt like I was
the only Black male in my cohort in psychology. But in the school of theology we had

It is in college that these men are introduced to the wonders of
academia and their adaptability as scholars; and as a result, they
began to contemplate the possibilities of holding careers as
faculty members in institutions of higher education.
number of other African American students share his
same interests. So, much like Drew, in graduate school
Amilcar establishes a support network that falls outside
the confines of the administrative structures of his
department.
But it is in graduate school that Amilcar for the first
time in his life is exposed to graduate students who
were formerly educated as undergraduates in predominately Black colleges and universities. Such exposure
helps him expand his understanding of American
education systems that are predominately Black and
how those environments can be conducive to the social
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people from literally around the world. So
there were connections to Africans, connections to South Americans, Brazilians which also
added some stuff you know. And you had
some interesting racialized theologically views
coming from Koreans, some Koreans who
gave a lot of money to the theology programs,
and who had their own sort of center. It was
interesting getting exposed to different cultures
where they were fairly racist in their views and
studying religion at the same time. (personal
communication, December 7, 2005)
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The intentional effort made by Amilcar’s predominately
White graduate department to increase the number of its
African American students also had an impact on
Amilcar’s personal ideology regarding Black culture.
Amilcar states:
And it was my first realization that Southern
Black schools were doing a far better job of
training African Americans in mathematics and
science than any of the White schools in the
North. So it was at that time in graduate school
that it became clear to me of understanding the
importance of culture, the importance of Black
culture, and the support and nurturing that it
provides for the members of that group, you
see. And then to look at my colleagues, graduate students in the math department and to
compare their experiences with myself and the
one other Black student who came from the
North, and he actually left after one year. He
dropped out. He couldn’t hack it! So here I
am at this school in the Midwest and there are
all these Southern-accented Black folks, you
see. And there was not only the geographic
difference between us, but there were two
other very important differences or I should
say one, maybe one other important difference
between us, between the Black students who
came from Northern schools. They had more
confidence in themselves as mathematicians
than we did! We had more mathematics than
they did, but their confidence outweighed the
mathematical training than we had and so they
did better than we did. It was revelatory for
me! (Amilcar, personal communication, January 7, 2005)
What is evident is that as these men moved through
their graduate experiences they learned how to connect
to the structures of their departments and institutions as
well as structures that sometimes reached beyond the
boundaries of the academy. Consequently, each man
throughout his undergraduate and graduate school
experiences learned strategies and techniques that
helped him in his socialization processes as an African
American man in college environments. In addition,
these men learned things about themselves that placed
them in a more global perspective, and which helped
them to solidify their relationships with American
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institutions of higher education. The men indicate how
they were able to search reflectively regarding their
relationships within these institutions and use those
reflections as a means to foster connections to their
college campuses. Ultimately, the men agree that the
traits acquired in their college experiences were
instrumental to them as they made their transitions into
life and work as faculty members once they graduated.

Implications
Even though college environments were foreign to
most of these men, they do report that some of the
skills that they learned earlier in the educational pipeline
were helpful in their transitions to college. However,
once the men enter college, they find they were
required to be more self-sufficient in their socialization
process and rely less on supportive networks. For
example, Marion learned as an undergraduate student
that where he situates himself as an African American
man can be viewed differently even in environments
that are predominant Black. And in graduate school he
quickly realized that his individual actions can sometimes cause unexpected consequences for himself and
others, particular in his case for another African
American senior level administrator who was responsible for maintaining certain protocols and procedures.
Adam reveals that as an African American man,
college for him, even in predominantly White environments, was a welcoming place. And he describes
himself as more than capable of connecting to his
predominantly White institution. So contrary to the
literature which often cites predominately White
institutions as lonely and isolating places for African
American men (Cuyjet, 1997; Davis, 1994, 1999:
Fleming, 1984; Jones, 2000, 2001; Pascarella &
Terenzine, 1991), Adam’s places as much responsibility
on himself to fit into his environments as he places on
the predominant White institution with which he is
affiliated. Consequently, Adam discusses how even a
little thing like his asking a White barber if he or she
cuts Black people’s hair reflects his attempt to situate
himself within environments that may not always have
a familiarity with African American culture. Adam
displays how it was more important for him to embrace
the culture where he was being acculturated than
waiting for that culture to embrace him.
Amilcar reveals how African American men may
arrive at their campuses with preconceived notions of
how they believe those institutions will perceive them.
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Amilcar states of his first faculty post after finishing
graduate school, “And though they respected me
mathematically, they did not respect me professionally
because I was not a member of the Mathematics
Department for one. And I suspect for another because they had not seen a Black mathematician, there
were none in the department” (personal communication, January 11, 2005). Consequently, he indicates how
American institutions should understand and express
sensitivity towards African American males’ interpretations of their place not just within the academy but
within American society in general. Drew further
reveals that even as African American men advance in
their graduate programs it may be even more important
for institutions, particularly predominately White
institutions, to be more refined in how they handle their
relationships with their African American male students. As witnessed by Drew, there is a point as a
graduate student that he expected, and some would
argue needed, more individualized attention in his
efforts to develop a research interest. Instead, he
describes his experience as more isolating than what he
experienced as an undergraduate student, and he selfselects to remove himself to some degree from the
administrative structures of his department as a result.

Conclusion
Overall, each man reports a successful journey in
his post-secondary education experience. In college
these men were introduced to worlds that were vastly
different from the ones that they witnessed as young
men, and they learn to place their experiences as
African American men in a much broader social
context. It is in college that these men are introduced
to the wonders of academia and their adaptability as
scholars; and as a result, they began to contemplate the
possibilities of holding careers as faculty members in
institutions of higher education. It is also in college that
these men are exposed to successful models themselves of how they should navigate the American
academy as Black men, lessons which they readily
share with others who are interested in lifting the
perpetual veil which shrouds the African American
male college student.
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D

escriptive data from the 2004 National
than White students. Galicki and McEwen (1989)
Postsecondary Student Aid Study indicated that
examined differences in retention for African American
African American students who lived on
and White students and found that campus residence
campus were less likely to be at-risk of leaving college
plays an important role in persistence for both groups.
before attaining their bachelor’s degree. Moreover,
Rice and Thomas (2000) found that African Ameriresults also showed that African American students who
can and White students differed in their perceptions of
lived on campus were more likely to attain their degree
residential programs implemented by the residence hall
and/or persist in college.
staff. In their study, African American students were
To date, many research studies have investigated
more likely than White students to report that they
the benefits of living on camperceived that residential
pus on students’ educational
programs were based on
outcomes (Baird, 1969;
competition-centered
The results of this outcomesInman & Pascarella, 1998;
models. Taken as a whole,
based
study
will
enable
Pascarella & Terenzini,
these studies suggest that
1991, 2005; Zheng,
African American students
researchers and student affairs
Saunders, Shelley, &
perceive their residential
professionals to begin to
Whalen, 2002). The conexperiences differently from
sistent finding among these
other students. Perhaps it
understand the extent to which
studies, in light of some conis the case that differential
positive academic benefits may
flicting research evidence
perceptions and experiences
(Blimling, 1993), is that livmay lead to different
accrue to African American
ing on campus promotes
educational outcomes in
students who live on campus.
educational achievement and
college, such as grade point
retention. In addition, the
averages and persistence.
research literature on the effects of living in residence
Future research is necessary to explore these and other
halls suggests that living in a residence hall is advantaeffects of residential life on African American student
geous to students because the residential experience
development in college. Stated differently, considering
produces positive outcomes in terms of student involvethe enormous diversity that exists among American
ment and social development (Astin, 1993; Blimling,
college students and the diversity that exists among
1993; Chickering, 1974; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991,
African American students, current research is needed
2005; Schroeder & Mable, 1994; Terenzini, Pascarella,
that takes into account how specific groups perceive and
& Blimling, 1996; Winston, Anchors, & Associates,
benefit from campus residential experiences (Blimling,
1993).
1993).
Despite the wealth of research on the effects of
The present study seeks to add to the literature base
residence life on student outcomes, very little research
on this topic by analyzing data from a national study
has focused on African American students. Johnsoncontaining a representative sample of postsecondary
Durgans (1994) found that African American students
institutions and students to determine if African Ameriperceived the residence hall environment less favorably
can students who live on campus achieve desired
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educational outcomes. It is believed that the results of
this outcomes-based study will enable researchers and
student affairs professionals to begin to understand the
extent to which positive academic benefits may accrue
to African American students who live on campus.
Given that African American students constitute approximately 11% of all undergraduate students who live on
campus, the proposed study is timely and important for
residence life professionals interested in gaining a better
understanding of the role and impact of residence halls
on the lives of African American students. Toward that
end, the present study sought to answer the following
research questions:
1. Do African America students who live on
campus report more persistence-related risk
factors in college?
2. What is the impact of living on campus on
African American college students’ grades in
college and their degree of persistence in
college?

Methods
Data Source
Data for the present study were extracted from the
National Postsecondary Student Aid Study (NPSAS), a
nationally representative study sponsored by the National Center for Education Statistics of the U.S.
Department of Education (Cominole, Siegel, Dudley,
Roe, & Gilligan, 2006; Horn & Nevill, 2006). The
NPSAS: 2004 is a nationally representative database
designed to study how college students and their parents
and guardians finance the costs of higher education.
The NPSAS: 2004 enables analysts to examine student
background traits, institutional characteristics, and
students’ experiences in college. Based on estimates
from the National Center for Education Statistics
(Cominole, Siegel, Dudley, Roe, & Gilligan, 2006), the
student sample represented more than approximately 19
million undergraduate students attending the nation’s
postsecondary institutions (Horn & Nevill, 2006).

Participants
The NPSAS: 2004 sample consisted of more than
85,000 undergraduate students attending approximately
more than 1,000 postsecondary institutions. The entire
sample included 42% males and 58% females and
included students from the following racial backgrounds:
White (68%), Black (12%), Hispanic or Latino (10%),
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Asian (6%), American Indian/Alaska Native (1%),
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander (1%), and other or
more than one race (3%) (Percentages do not sum to
100 due to rounding.). Since this study sought to
investigate the impact of residential life on African
American students, the student sample for this study

The conceptual framework in
this study is based, in part, on
the notion that cognitive
development is a function of
nonacademic factors such as
living on campus and the
experiences a student has while
interacting with residence life
student affairs professionals.
consisted of only the African American undergraduate
students in the sample (12%). Data from other undergraduate students were not used in this study. For the
African American undergraduate student sample, 61%
was female and 39% was male. In terms of their
residential status while being enrolled during the 20032004 academic year, approximately, 27% of all African
American students lived on campus and 73% lived off
campus.

Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework for this study was based
on numerous investigations of research on the effects of
college on student development (Pascarella, 1985;
Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991, 2005). Overall, this body
of research suggests that there are several factors that
influence college student development (Astin, 1993;
Chickering & Reisser, 1993). These sources of influence are: (a) preenrollment characteristics of students,
(b) organizational and environmental characteristics of
the institution attended, (c) students’ academic experiences, and (d) students’ nonacademic experiences.
As such, the conceptual framework in this study is
based, in part, on the notion that cognitive development is a function of nonacademic factors such as living
on campus and the experiences a student has while
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interacting with residence life student affairs professionals. Additional ways in which this conceptual framework informed the research are manifested in subsequent sections of this proposal.

Table 1. Percentage of African American
Undergraduate Students by Presence of Risk
Factors and Residence Status: 2003-2004

Variables

On campus

71

Off campus

21

The primary independent variables in this study
were the students’ campus residences in college.
Dummy variable coding was used to differentiate
residence status among the students in this study. More
specifically, one dummy variable was created for African
American students who lived on campus and another for
students who lived off campus. The number of risk
factors a student had, which have been shown to predict
persistence and retention in college (Berkner, CuccaroAlamin, & McCormick, 1996; Horn & Premo, 1995),
was also used as a dependent variable. This study was
also intended to assess the influence of living on campus
on African American students’ grade point averages.
Accordingly, African American students’ cumulative
grade point average comprised one of the dependent
variables. This variable was based on a 4.0 scale. Also,
a dependent variable measuring student persistence was
based on whether a student either attained a credential
or persisted during the 2003-2004 academic year versus
students who did not attain a credential or maintain their
enrollment for 9 or more months during the academic
year. Precedent for using these independent and
dependent variables can be found in other research
investigations estimating the impact of college on student
outcomes (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991, 2005).

Procedures
Data were accessed through the Internet using the
Data Analysis System (DAS) which provides access to
survey data from the NPSAS: 2004 (http://
www.nces.ed.gov/das). The DAS is a Windows-based
program that provides access to survey data collected by
the National Center for Education Statistics of the U.S.
Department of Education. In this study, the DAS was
used to produce Tables 1, 2, and 3. The purpose of
cthis study was to determine if there was a relationship
between African American students’ residential status
and persistence-related risk factors, grade point averages, and persistence outcomes. The results and
discussion that follow were derived following an analysis and interpretation of the data shown in Tables 1,
2, and 3.
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Has No Risk Factors

Note. U.S. Department of Education, National Center for
Education Statistics, National Postsecondary Student Aid Study
(NPSAS: 2004), Data Analysis System. Within-group statistical
analyses were conducted for each racial group by the
independent variable. All differences between respondents who
lived on campus and those who lived off campus, unless
otherwise indicated as not significant (NS), were significant at
p < .05

Results
According to a study by Horn and Premo (1995),
there are seven risk factors that are associated with
persistence in college (e.g., delayed enrollment into
postsecondary education, attendance pattern, dependency status, number of dependents, single parent
status, high school degree, and work intensity while
enrolled). Horn and Premo’s study concluded that the
more risk factors a student had, the more at-risk the
student was of not completing a postsecondary degree.
In the present study, the definition of risk factors used in
the Horn and Premo study was used to determine if
African American students differed in risk factors by
residential status. Seventy-one percent of the African
American students who lived on campus reported having
no risk factors. In contrast, approximately 79% of all
African American college students who lived off campus
reported one or more risk factors.
Another reason for conducting this research was to
determine if living on campus played a role in African
American students’ grade point averages in college. In
Table 2, data shows that African American students who
lived on campus had a lower grade point average than
African American students who lived off campus.
However, data from Table 3 shows that African American students who lived on campus were more likely to
either attain their degree or persist for another academic
year than were students who lived off campus.

Discussion and Implications
Findings from this study showed that African
American students who lived off campus were more
likely to have more risk factors than were African
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Table 2. Grade Point Averages of African American
Undergraduate Students by Residence Status:
2003-2004
Grade Point
Averages
On campus

71

Off campus

21

Note. U.S. Department of Education, National Center for
Education Statistics, National Postsecondary Student Aid Study
(NPSAS: 2004), Data Analysis System. Within-group statistical
analyses were conducted for each racial group by the
independent variable. All differences between respondents who
lived on campus and those who lived off campus, unless
otherwise indicated as not significant (NS), were significant
at p < .05

Table 3. Percentage of African American
Undergraduate Students by Persistence Status and
Residence Status: 2003-2004
Did Not Attain
Credential or
Persist During
the Academic
Year

Attained
Credential or
Persisted
During the
Academic
Year

On campus

11.2

88.8

Off campus

27.6

72.4

Note. U.S. Department of Education, National Center for
Education Statistics, National Postsecondary Student Aid Study
(NPSAS: 2004), Data Analysis System. Within-group statistical
analyses were conducted for each racial group by the
independent variable. All differences between respondents who
lived on campus and those who lived off campus, unless
otherwise indicated as not significant (NS), were significant
at p < .05

American students who lived on campus. More
specifically, data from NPSAS: 2004 revealed that
African American students who lived on campus were
less likely to either delay their enrollment after high
school, attend college on a part-time basis, be a single
parent, and/or work extensively while enrolled in
college. Additionally, the results of this study extend
previous research by suggesting that living on campus
does not exert a substantial influence on academic
achievement for African American students in college.
This finding is also consistent with Flowers (2004) who
found that African American students who lived on
campus self-reported significantly higher gains on a
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measure of personal and social development, while
differences in intellectual and writing skills were not
significant.
The sample in the present study included a diverse
representation of institutions and students; however,
future research is needed to extend this line of research
by using standardized, objective measures of learning
and cognitive development as well as introducing
statistical controls for an extensive array of controls for
precollege characteristics, institutional characteristics,
and in-class and out-of-class experiences. Future
research should also examine the effects of residence
hall program offerings and staffing options on African
American students’ learning and development in the
residence hall.
To be sure, a concerted effort on the part of
residence life professionals to develop educational
programs in residence halls will contribute to the
academic development of all students (Leafgren, 1981).
Johnson and Cavins (1996) added, “Most important in
the student learning movement will be the expansion of
existing residential programs currently being offered
and the development of new and creative programs
designed to improve the academic environment on
campus” (p. 79). Johnson and Cavins’s suggestion is
clearly a clarion call for residence life professionals
interested in promoting academic development in the
residence hall and important for all student affairs
professionals and faculty in light of increased competition among educational institutions, shrinking budgets,
and increasing diversity in higher education.
Kuh (1994) offered an extensive list of recommendations for colleges and universities to consider when
attempting to enhance student learning in the residence
halls. They were (a) Institutional agents must acknowledge, and take seriously, their responsibilities in fostering student learning and personal development; (b)
Institutions should clarify their mission and interpret
what the mission means in the context of campus
residences; (c) Colleges and universities should revise
their residence life philosophy, policies, and programs so
that they complement the academic mission; (d)
Institutions must discover the current state of affairs
with regard to student learning in campus residences;
(e) Residence life staff must be knowledgeable about
best practices from the literature and research; and
(f) Student affairs professionals must use effective
teaching approaches (pp. 116-126). Kuh’s recommendations provide the most comprehensive approach for
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residence life professionals who are seeking to utilize
residence halls to improve students’ educational outcomes in college.
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Gender Identity Development of
African Students:
Implications for Building Global
Campus Communities
Margaret Asalele Mbilizi
Northern Illinois University

R

esearch indicates that students from Africa and
other patriarchal societies around the globe
develop traditional gender identities that may
significantly affect their experience on American college
and university campuses. This research paper highlights
patterns of gender role development in African societies
that result in male privilege and dominance. It compares
gender socialization in African versus African American
societies and highlights the differences. With increased
global interdependence, the existence of inter-culturally
competent students, administrators, and faculty who can
engage in informed decision making when confronted
with diversity issues is important. This paper provides
strategies for developing pluralistic and global campus
communities.

closely related to patterns of societal experience, socialization, and affiliation that influence ways of understanding and interpreting the world.
Duderstadt (2002) observed that on a global basis,
half of the world’s population is under the age of
twenty, with over two billion teenagers living in Asia,
Africa, and Latin America. The unmet demand for
higher education in these continents is forcing most of
the youth to migrate to the United States and other
Western countries where colleges and universities are
in abundance. This profound demographic phenomenon will eventually increase diversity on college
campuses to tremendous proportions. Existing research on student development not only overlooks
college-age immigrant and international students but
also fails to examine major aspects of their identity

Introduction
“We are reaching toward a future in which
managing the new global realities will require the
ability to move from culture to culture, to collaborate and communicate with fluency across national,
racial, religious and socioeconomic lines, and to
appreciate diversity as a vital resource for learning
and growth.” (Diana Chapman Walsh, Wellesley
College President)
Diversity on American college and university
campuses illuminates complex differences and disparities
between students and faculty who compose the communities. It includes such important and intersecting
dimensions of human identity as race, ethnicity, class,
gender, religion, language, sexual orientation, age,
nationality, and exceptionality (Gollnick & Chinn, 2006).
While it has been argued by other scholars that these
aspects do not necessarily determine or predict a
person’s value orientation or life choices, they are
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This research paper reports
on a study conducted in
Malawi to examine the impact
of schooling on gender identity
formation and students’
attitudes and perceptions
towards gender roles.
development. In turn, these students share a common
plight of being marginalized on college and university
campuses because of misconceptions about their
cultural, bilingual, religious, national, and gender identities (Orlov, 2006). As this population continues to grow,
student affairs professionals and faculty need to have
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the ability to hear and understand the voices and
behaviors of this new minority and to respond to their
divergent needs (King & Magolda, 2005).
This research paper discusses gender identity
development in African societies in comparison to
African American societies. It reports on a study
conducted in Malawi to examine the impact of schooling on gender identity formation and students’ attitudes
and perceptions towards gender roles. Further, the
paper provides strategies for developing pluralistic and
global campus communities.

Literature on Gender Identity Development
Erickson (1968) emphasized the dual nature of
identity, arguing that there is identity development of a
given individual and of a given culture or subculture.

Fischer, 1979; Kimmel & Weiner, 1985; Patterson,
Sochting, & Marcia, 1992; Schenkel, 1974; Waterman,
1982). The review further notes that occupational
identity achievement for men has been related to a
competitive attitude about work and striving for materialistic goals, whereas for women, achievement of an
occupational identity has been shown to relate to gaining
acceptance and approval from others (Grotevant &
Thornbecke, 1982).
Current research on gender identity de-emphasizes
gender differences and focuses more on the relationship between identity development and other measures.
The research recognizes diversity issues in identity
development, mainly focusing on racial, ethnic, religious,
bilingual, sexual, and intercultural identity (Chae, 2006;
Cuyjet, 2006; Kazanjian, 2006; Kellom 2004; King &

Early research focusing on gender identity established that
women’s identity development was tied to interpersonal issues
and to establishing connections with others, whereas men’s development
was associated more strongly with intrapersonal issues and
assertions of independence and autonomy.
Marcia (1968) defined identity formation in terms of
exploration and commitment. Exploration is the period
in which an individual questions previous choices,
beliefs, and identifications and seeks information or
experiences related to alternatives. Commitment is an
individual’s choice of a relatively stable set of roles and
ideals. Gender identity development can, therefore, be
seen as a complex process, involving an individual’s
development of commitment and exploration, and
societal induction into racial, ethnic, or national subcultures.
A literature review conducted by Pastorino, Dunham, Kidwell, Branco, and Lamborn (1997) reported
that early research focusing on gender identity established that women’s identity development was tied to
interpersonal issues and to establishing connections with
others, whereas men’s development was associated
more strongly with intrapersonal issues and assertions of
independence and autonomy (Archer, 1985, 1989, 1992;
Bernard, 1981; Cella, DeWolfe, & Fitzgibbon, 1987;
Fannin, 1979; Gilligan, 1982; Harter, 1990; Hodgson &
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Magolda, 2005; Meyer, 1999; Meyer & Schwitzer,
1999; Stevens, 2004: Orlov, 2006; Watson, Terrel,
Wright, & Kuyjet, 2000; Yeh & Huang, 1996;). What
is absent from the literature is a discussion on how
different cultural and national socialization processes
may result in varying gender identities that can influence
the college experience of students from those societies.

Gender Identity Development
in African Societies
Sub-Saharan Africa is a vast continent with more
than 650 million people and over 43 nations, embracing
numerous ethnic groups, languages, religions, traditions,
political systems, economies, ideologies, and histories.
However, there is a sense in which the continent can be
described as “one” because of the forces that bind the
people together including colonial legacy, civil wars,
slavery, economic exploitation, marginalization, and
racism (Mbilizi, 2006). Moreover, African women share
a common plight in that they are the largest group of
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poor and illiterate people in the world. In 2000, approximately 877 million adults in the world were illiterate, and
more than one third of these were African women and
girls (Muller & Murtag, 2002). The high illiteracy rate
among women and girls in Sub-Saharan Africa has
generally been attributed to poverty. In African countries, over 50% of the population lives on less than $1 a
day. Social indicators such as infant mortality, child and

There is evidence to show that
most husbands control their
wives’ mobility, preventing
them from leaving the house to
attend literacy classes or engage
in economic activities.
maternal health, access to safe water and sanitation, and
wage employment are among the lowest in the world.
For example, life expectancy in some SADC countries is
as low as 41 (Malawi) and 43 years (Zambia) due to the
HIV/AIDS scourge (Mbilizi, 2006).
In Africa, women provide 60 to 80 percent of the
labor in food production and agricultural production.
Studies of time use by rural African women reveal that
approximately 67 percent of their day is spent in cleaning, family care, wood and water procurement, and
subsistence agricultural work (Stromquist, 1990). Men
maintain a stiff posturing over women’s sexuality by
making decisions about when to have children and how
many, penalizing and demonizing abortion, controlling
women’s physical mobility, associating the use of
contraceptives with promiscuity, engaging in forced
sexual relations with vulnerable women and girls, and
physical violence (Stromquist, 1992). There is evidence
to show that most husbands control their wives’ mobility, preventing them from leaving the house to attend
literacy classes or engage in economic activities. This
creates a limited world view and a lack of oral skills
among rural African women.
Wife beating is a serious manifestation of African
men’s control over women’s bodies. Most women
develop an attitude of conflict avoidance, which in turn
produces a reluctance to engage in any action that might
trigger the husband’s attack such as attending literacy
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classes (Stromquist, 1990, 1992). Several social and
cultural practices continue to oppress women. For
example, early marriage is still prevalent in Africa where
18 percent of the girls are teen-age mothers. It is a well
reported fact that in most African societies, there is
preference of sons’ education over girls. This practice
limits the opportunities of women and girls to gain
literacy and basic education. Numerous studies show
that in Africa, girls are more likely than boys to drop out
of school before completing the primary cycle (Mbilizi,
2007b).
In terms of gender roles, men assume economic and
political responsibilities in public life while women are
pushed to the domestic arena. Primers used in some
literacy classes, media messages, and text books reveal
content that perpetuates women’s dependence on men
and leaves gender relations in the home and in society
unaddressed (Stromquist, 1989, 1999). Income generating activities for women emphasize traditional homebased activities such as sewing, embroidery, and food
processing (Mbilizi, 2006).
Generally, African women’s entry into higher
education institutions as students and faculty has
remained slow and many countries are experiencing a
distinct gender gap in enrollment and employment
patterns (Mama, 2003). Teferra and Altbach (2003)
reported female enrollment levels as low as 10-20% in
Ethiopia and Mali, 20-30% in Malawi and Congo, and
30-40% in Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, Uganda, and Zambia. This under-representation of women in higher

Primers used in some literacy
classes, media messages, and
text books reveal content that
perpetuates women’s dependence
on men and leaves gender
relations in the home and in
society unaddressed.
education is a reflection of the low status of women in
society in general and the low level of educational
attainment of girls at the primary and secondary school
levels.
Although careers for African women have become
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more acceptable to society, leadership positions are still
held almost exclusively by men. There are few women
in formal employment, with most of them concentrated
in specific professions and lower positions. In Malawi,
for example, women comprise about 15% of the total
work force in the formal sector with most of them
concentrated in teaching, nursing, secretarial, and sales
work. They make up 20% of clerical workers, 22% of
sales workers, 23% of service workers, and less than
5% of administrators and managers, further showing
that the higher the employment hierarchy, the fewer the

Gender identity development in
Africa almost always results in
male domination and privilege.
women (Mbilizi, 2001). The overall pattern of
marginalization and exclusion of women in employment
extends to both the administrative and academic levels
of universities. Very few women occupy faculty and
administrative positions in universities. In general,
institutional and intellectual cultures of most African
institutions are permeated with sexual and gender
dynamics (Mama, 2003).
Violence against women prevails in educational
institutions, hospitals, prisons, police cells, as well as in
homes. Women are harassed and assaulted more often
in public transportation centers, recreation centers, and
market places. The level of violence decreases as
women go up the education hierarchy. At the work
place, male colleagues and bosses subject women to
various forms of abuse (Mbilizi, 2007a).
Violence against women in the home includes wife
battering, girl child defilement, sexual abuse, deprivation
of food and economic necessities, desertion, abusive
language, wife raping, and child labor. Wife battering in
most patriarchal societies is culturally condoned and
highlighted in some traditional songs and tales. Furthermore, some initiation ceremonies teach women first and
foremost to suppress their sexual desires and strive to
please and serve the man. Most cases of domestic
violence go unreported. For example, the issue of incest
and child defilement is rarely discussed in the home for
fear of scandalizing the family. There have been cases
of girls being impregnated by their fathers and close
relatives. Similarly, female domestic servants are
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subjected to sexual abuse by male employers (Mbilizi,
2001).
Thus, gender identity development in Africa almost
always results in male domination and privilege.
Women are relegated to the bottom of their societies
while men hang on to all levels of power (Mbilizi, 1999).
Most African men and boys have internalized this male
privilege which often manifests itself in their treatment
of their partners, children, colleagues, and peers.

Gender Identity Development
of African Americans
The socializing experience of African Americans is
almost opposite to that of men and women from the
African continent. In the literature, African American
men are depicted as a homogeneous, dysfunctional,
alienated, and threatening subpopulation (Wall, 2001).
Prior to the 1970s, literature on African American males
focused on the impact and the legacy of slavery. In the
1980s, the debate shifted to economic and psychosocial
issues, with emphasis placed on unemployment, lack of
educational and economic opportunity, institutional
racism, and mental health (Wall, 2001). Some scholars
focused on comparing statistics of Black males versus
White males in college (Hocker, 2002). The statistics on
Black males have reached near pandemic proportions
with several reports released in 2006 highlighting a litany
of corrosive trends. Scott (2006) reported that 50% of
all Black males drop out of high school; 72% of Black
male high school dropouts were unemployed in 2004,
and by the time they reach their mid-30s, 60% of Black
male high school dropouts had spent some time in jail.
African American males are excessively represented in
the lower end of the socioeconomic continuum and are
failing to become an integral part of society. Because of
rejection and continued discrimination, many have
become endangered, embittered, and embattled
(Gollnick & Chinn, 2006).
Michael Cuyjet (2006) addressed the status of
African American male college students and highlighted
their attitudes, beliefs, and perceptions of the campus
environment. He compared their perceptions to those
of African American female students and found significant differences in their course learning, experiences in
writing, use of the student union, participation in athletic
and informal recreational events, and involvement in
clubs and organizations. Research clearly indicates that
African American women are more advantaged in terms
of educational attainment than their male counterparts.
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The American Council on Education reported that, in
2006, women dominated almost every measure of
college attendance. There is overwhelming evidence to
show that college women earn better grades, hold more
leadership positions, spend more time studying, and earn
more honors and awards (Wilson, 2007).
The Journal of Blacks in Higher Education
(JBHE) reported that in 2006, Black women were
widening their lead over Black men in almost every
measure of higher educational attainment. Not only
were they enrolling in college in greater numbers, but
once enrolled, their academic performance was far
superior to that of Black men. The cited data revealed
that there are 1,266,107 Black women enrolled in higher
education compared to 686,615 Black men. Black
women earned two thirds of all bachelor’s degrees
awarded to African Americans and 71% of all master’s
degrees awarded to African Americans and 37% of
Black women ages 18 to 24 are enrolled in college

A recent study reported that
Black women with a four-year
college degree were 145 times
more likely to experience abuse
than women with less than a
high school education.
compared to only 27% of Black men in this age group.
For Blacks in the 25 to 29 age group, 20% of Black
women and only 13.6% of Black men held a four-year
college degree (JBHE, 2006). Research further indicates that not only are African American women leading
in enrollments but their academic performances outpace
even their large lead in matriculations.
It is interesting to note, however, that despite the
high level of education, African American women
continue to suffer emotional, physical or sexual abuse.
A recent study reported that Black women with a fouryear college degree were 145 times more likely to
experience abuse than women with less than a high
school education (Stewart, 2006). The study tended to
support “the backlash theory,” that as women take up
non-traditional roles, men will resort to abuse as a
means of keeping them in their traditional roles. As
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noted earlier, the situation is different for African
women. The more educated an African woman is, the
more likely she is capable of resisting oppression and
abuse.
This review of the literature has clearly demonstrated that gender identity development differs from
country to country and from one ethnic group to the
other. Even among societies that are grouped as Black,
there are significant cultural and economic factors that
may influence their gender identity formation.

The Malawian Case Study
This paper is reporting on a case study on gender
identity development of Malawian college-bound
students. Malawi is a small, narrow, land-locked
country in Southern Africa sharing borders with
Mozambique, Zambia, and Tanzania. The study was
conducted in six primary and secondary schools with a
total enrollment of 6,000 students. The choice of the
schools was based on accomplishing variation in terms
of gender composition, location, and type of school. A
total of 309 boys and 288 girls responded to a structured questionnaire that required students to rank some
items and rate other items on a Likert-type scale and
agree or disagree with statements that would reflect
their educational expectations and aspirations, as well
as their attitudes and perceptions towards gender roles.
The students were also asked to write a one page essay
on their experiences with gender role socialization within
the schools. Each item on the questionnaire was
examined according to gender and type of school.
Further analysis included cross tabulations of variables
across the different schools. Due to the non-parametric
nature of the survey data, the focus of the analysis was
on examining patterns of statistical associations between
high- and low-ranking groups of students to show
relationships and associations between dependent and
independent variables.
The data revealed that 49% of the students included
in the sample were between the ages of 11 and 15 years
while 48% were between 16-20 years. Three percent
of those over 21 years were boys in coeducational
boarding secondary schools. This finding underscores
the notion that most parents are more willing to invest in
boys’ education by letting them repeat until they are
selected to proceed to college. Family background of
the students differed markedly, with more girls in
secondary school having educated mothers and fathers,
confirming the belief that the level of education of
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parents influences girls’ persistence in education.
one page essay on students’ views about their experiMost of the students in the study (79%) wanted to
ences with gender role socialization. Many significant
pursue higher education. Boys from single-sex second- insights into gender dynamics in different school enviary schools had the highest level of aspirations for
ronments emerged from the data. Generally, girls felt
college education followed by girls in single-sex secondthat teachers did not treat them equally with boys in
ary schools (83%). Boys in single-sex schools (83%)
coeducational settings. Some teachers reminded girls of
also placed more value on the importance of achieving
their inferior status to boys. One girl wrote, “Teachers
higher education compared to girls in single-sex schools
say, you girls, you want to get married to the well-to-do
(78%) and coeducational schools (57%). When asked
men so you must relate well to the boys.” Another girl
to rank the importance placed on achieving a successful
said, “One day a teacher said to me, ‘You are dull and
career, the results showed that more boys from singleyou better go home to get married.’ Such comments
sex secondary schools (64%) aspired for engineering
make us to be discouraged in our studies.” Many girls
compared to 29% of the girls
gave accounts of how they
in single-sex schools. Sixtywere undermined by
three percent of the girls in
teachers. “Being at a mixed
Family background of the
the sample aspired for a nursschool has affected my
students differed markedly, with expectations in that we
ing career compared to only
4% of the boys. The data
(girls) have been let down
more girls in secondary school
further indicated that priby teachers who always say
having educated mothers and
mary students harbor tradiboys are more intelligent
tional gender role expectathan girls, and no matter
fathers, confirming the belief
tions more than older stuhow hard girls work, they
that the level of education of
dents. On the question of
cannot compete with the
parents
influences
girls’
leadership, more boys (64%)
boys. Such being the case,
felt they were adequately
we don’t work hard in
persistence in education.
prepared for community
class, having being inleadership compared to girls
formed that we cannot pass
(18%). Boys (88%) and girls (44%) in single-sex
in the presence of boys,” a senior girl wrote.
schools felt least prepared for relating with members of
Sentiments purporting to the unequal treatment
the opposite sex.
between boys and girls were also expressed by boys.
In assessing attitudes and beliefs about gender roles,
“Teachers do not treat us equally; they always take girls
more girls (94%) than boys (64%) felt that women
to be the dull ones in class and don’t care much about
should have the same opportunities as men. Further,
them.” Another boy felt that teachers favored boys in
more boys (65%) did not believe that women should
class, saying, “Teachers teach boys more topics than
have the same opportunities for advancement in sciengirls because they say boys are more intelligent than
tific careers; neither were they optimistic about women
girls.” Sexual abuse by teachers was a prevalent issue in
entering technical fields. Boys in rural primary coeduca- this study being reported by both girls and boys. One
tional schools (76%) were the least optimistic. The
girl said, “Male teachers hate us when we refuse to be
questionnaire also included questions about gender
relating with them as wives or girlfriends.” In conversastereotypes held by boys and girls. More boys (54%)
tions with head teachers, I probed into the accusations
than girls (25%) agreed that getting married is more
made by the students regarding sexual abuse by teachimportant in a woman’s life than a career. More boys
ers. The head teachers came to the defense of the male
(37%) than girls (8%) agreed that a woman should
teachers, admitting to only a few isolated incidences.
spend more time helping a husband’s career than her
Boys in primary schools reported experiencing
own. In general, more boys than girls held stereotypical
corporal punishment. One boy lamented, “Some
views about women and those boys attending single-sex
teachers mistreat us. We are whipped by teachers too
schools held even more stereotypical views compared to much, like cows. One day I was beaten up, and my
boys in coeducational schools.
legs were swollen. We live in fear at this school because
The final section of the questionnaire asked for a
of the treatment by teachers.” Another boy reported,
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“The teacher in standard seven has a whip with thorns.
Some punishments involve hoeing in the school garden
for one week during school time.” What is obvious here
is that boys were being socialized to adopt masculine
values such as enduring pain. This belief that boys
should be tougher than girls has adverse implications for
gender identity development. One consequence of this
assumption that women are weaker than men is that
men are not often willing to accept females as equal and
competent partners in personal and professional settings.
Therefore, efforts to enhance opportunities for girls
should also address the issue of re-directing male role
development.
Some girls reported being dominated by boys during
class sessions. “I am not able to talk about anything in
a group of boys without feeling ashamed. When
learning, boys make a lot of noise while girls remain
quiet. Boys are always selfish; they are arrogant.

Often men from patriarchal
societies internalize male
privilege and hold stereotypical
notions about women’s
role in society.
Girls respect and listen to each other but boys don’t
want to listen to girls. Most of them, they want to
show that they know more than boys,” a girl said. This
need to dominate was most pronounced in coeducational secondary schools.
Boys in single-sex schools expressed very negative
views about women and girls. “I enjoy being in a
community free from girls since I don’t like them. I am
extremely happy being at a single-sex school. It has
helped me build my aspirations and expectations for a
successful career. I am the type who is disturbed in the
presence of girls,” one boy commented. Some boys
made sexist comments like, “Since at the beginning, God
created a man first, therefore, he (man) has to be
considered first for him (God) not to be angry,” and
“Women always talk of equality, a thing which is not
good. They forget that God created Eva to help Adam
so girls must not cry for equality. Let men be in top
ranks, leave the chance of education to men,” and
“Please! When women are given a chance to drink
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from the same cup with men, I tell you the world will
continue to go down the bumpy track it has already
taken.” The boys who expressed these sexist remarks
attended an elite Catholic boarding school. It is possible that religious influences were having an impact on
their gender identity development. The power of
monolithic religions to reinforce male domination
seemed to permeate the school system in Malawi.

Discussion of Results
Often men from patriarchal societies internalize
male privilege and hold stereotypical notions about
women’s role in society. African boys in this study had
very high expectations and aspirations for higher
education. They dominated classroom environments
and were more favored by teachers. This finding
resonates with the assertion that African men are highly
motivated and privileged in their societies. It is critical
to view African male students as distinct from African
American males whose gender identity might not
necessarily place them in the privileged category. With
the heightened awareness about the need to improve
retention rates of Black males in college, it would be
misdirected energy to include African men in this
category. Instead, diversity programs for African men
and other male students from patriarchal societies should
focus on helping them develop respect and a sense
appreciation for female professors, administrators, and
fellow students.

The myth of a “strong Black
woman” should not necessarily
be applied to women raised in
patriarchal societies.
In regard to African female students, it is critical to
consider the impact of the traditional gender role
socialization they went through in their identity formation. These are women whose socialization experiences
could have left them with vulnerability, insecurity,
passivity, and low self-esteem. Some of them could
have experienced high levels of oppression and surmounted enormous obstacles to earn a place in society.
As female enrollments on American college campuses
continue to rise, it should not be taken for granted that
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all Black women are advantaged. The myth of a
“strong Black woman” should not necessarily be applied
to women raised in patriarchal societies. Instead,
diversity programs should aim at giving these women a
voice and helping them develop self-confidence and

The full participation of
immigrant and international
students and other ethnic
minorities is crucial to global
equality and social justice.
assertiveness. Campuses need to be conscious about
the struggles of women in most parts of the developing
world and continue to keep gender equality high on the
agenda of most diversity programs.
The full participation of immigrant and international
students and other ethnic minorities is crucial to global
equality and social justice. Student affairs professionals
have the unique responsibility to develop effective
models of intercultural, pluralistic, and global campus
communities. They should strive to achieve new levels
of understanding, tolerance, and mutual fulfillment for
peoples of diverse ethnic, linguistic, religious, national,
and cultural backgrounds. Student affairs professionals
need to shift their attention from simply safeguarding
equal access to educational opportunity for underserved
minority populations to guaranteeing success in achieving educational objectives by everyone (Duderstadt,
2002). The focus should be on making all minority
students’ college experiences meaningful and empowering. This can only be achieved if professionals know
and understand their students deeply and respect their
linguistic, religious, national, and engendered identities.
This paper has contributed to a limited but critical
understanding of gender identity development in Africa.

Building Global Campus Communities
How can professors, administrators, and student
affairs professionals understand cultural differences
in ways that enable them to interact effectively with
students from different racial, ethnic, or global identity
groups? How can colleges and universities better
address the seemingly intractable problems associated
with educating for intercultural understanding? Search-
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ing for answers to these questions should preoccupy
today’s student affairs graduate programs and institutional efforts to achieve diversity on college campuses.
Building pluralistic, intercultural, and global campus
communities will require conscious, deliberate, and
persistent efforts to instigate change and create spaces
for marginal peoples including women from oppressive
societies, racial and ethnic minorities. Some ideas on
how to create global campus communities might include:
1. Conducting gender sensitivity workshops for
male students, particularly those from patriarchal societies, and strictly adhering to sexual
harassment clauses and policies on campus.
2. Ensuring use of non-sexist language, nonbiased teaching materials and methods, and
intercultural references and models in the
classrooms.
3. Providing appropriate guidance and counseling support to minority female students, particularly those from oppressive societies, to build
self esteem and confidence.
4. Hiring culturally diverse faculty to provide
role models to racial and ethic minority students
and improving their capacity to publish and
secure tenure.
5. Placing racial and ethnic minorities in visible
decision-making positions across the campus.
6. Making diversity, globalization, and intercultural courses and programs a requirement for
all undergraduate and graduate students.
In conclusion, strategies to build global and pluralistic campus communities must include efforts to dismantle the institutional basis of inequality and discrimination, complemented by deliberate attempts to change
negative attitudes and perceptions towards people living
on the margins of society and the world.
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Should “Moving Up” Require “Moving Out”
(of Rank, Tenure and Salary)?
Paul Kelter
Northern Illinois University

F

or many years I’ve watched with a mix of
first-year chemistry, enrolls hundreds of thousands of
emotions as several friends have moved from
students each year nationwide. Yet in chemistry, only
schools that focus on undergraduate and master’s- about 11,000 bachelor’s degrees are earned each year
level students to those whose leadership derives their
along with about 2,000 Ph.D. degrees.3 This stunningly
sense of being by awarding doctoral degrees—I’ll call
low career interest in such a fundamental science is
them “doctorate focused.” I’m happy that my friends
worthy of our worry, but that’s for another article. I set
felt they were getting closer to what they were looking
the premise in this discussion—like it or not (I do like
for professionally. They may not find it—I’ve done
it)—that our primary work in our 4,000 colleges and
such a move twice before, and
universities in the United
am now at peace saying that docStates is, ideally, to develop
toral-focused universities are
the life of the mind in our
Our primary work in our
among the poorest places to be
undergraduates and that the
4,000 colleges and
for those interested in true educritical time for this is in their
cation and are getting worse with
first year at a postsecondary
universities in the United
each passing year in which we
school.
States is, ideally, to develop
allow money, prestige, and rejecTo the particulars of my
tion rates to define educational
concern:
In the two most recent
the life of the mind in our
success. Still, as my friends seek
cases of friends moving to
undergraduates.
the academic research possibilidoctorate-focused universities,
ties that are truly only available
they were full professors with
at such institutions, my role as a friend is to support,
tenure, award-winning teachers, fine researchers—
write great letters for these great people, and be on
especially given the paltry institutional means at their
speed-dial as necessary as the negotiations proceed.
disposal—and nationally known for their work in their
Why should educators be alarmed—and ready for
fields. In the first case, the faculty member was reaction—right now, about the direction of higher educaduced in rank to associate professor as a condition of
tion in the United States and, truth to tell, worldwide?
the offer. In the second case, the full professor was
As a preface, note that I am deliberately not calling
asked to take a double reduction in rank, to assistant
institutions that focus heavily on awarding doctoral
professor without tenure. Both professors had salary
degrees “doctoral institutions” or, using the recent
offers that were far below what they would have been
offered had they remained in rank when they changed
update in the Carnegie Classifications, “research
institutions.
universities (very high research activity)”.1 I forego
such descriptions to set the premise that although
These proposed demotions raise questions (this is
world-class research is done at world-class research
what we do for a living!):
institutions, the large majority of degrees at nearly all
such places are earned at the bachelor’s level. The
1. Given the exemplary record of these
total U.S. undergraduate enrollment among 18 to 64
teacher/scholars and others like them who have
year-olds is estimated at between about 12 million and
tried to move “up,” would we have predicted them
17 million, according to the National Center for Educato be more or, perhaps, less productive than other
tion Statistics,2 and most first-year students enroll in one faculty relative to the mission of the university?
of many service courses each year. My own specialty,
I do not need to make a prediction, because my data
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from several faculty, including myself, who have made
such a move indicate that those who do so have great
success, teaching with the understanding that comes
with heavy loads at the undergraduate school, and
getting grants that reflect the sense of urgency and selfreliance that comes with having worked at an institution
with little or no departmental, college, or even university
grant support personnel.
I have a friend at a Midwestern community college
who, in a three-year period, received just short of $1
million in highly competitive NSF grants over a threeyear period. In order to submit the proposal on-time,
the community college had to negotiate an indirect cost
return rate with the National Science Foundation—it
never did this sort of thing before. The faculty member
did all of the primary budgeting himself; worked personally with the university accounting staff to deal with
benefits, salaries, and such; filled out the NSF budget
sheets himself; researched and wrote background
information on the campus and its programs; and, of
course, wrote the entire proposal along with a co-author.
At a typical science department in a doctoral-focused
university, there are an accounting staff to deal with
budgets and fill out the paperwork, hired writers to do
background work, often post-docs to write important
sections of the proposal, and, to be sure, well-established indirect cost return rates. This is not to suggest
that those of us who have had success at doctoralfocused institutions have gotten off easy. At my
schools, I was expected to generate money and lots of it.
But how much could the million-dollar community
college faculty member have generated had he been able

Productive, team-oriented,
thoughtful people will exceed
the requirements of the position
and make the department look
better for having hired them.
to teach, say, 2 hours of graduate classes per week
instead of 20 hours of freshman and sophomore-level
classes per week? Let’s be clear—I am NOT suggesting
that doctoral-focused university faculty have an easier
job than community college faculty. They don’t. The
pressure to produce grants, papers, theses, patents, and
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have positive international notoriety is intense. The
issue, however, is one of both job function and academic society’s reward for doing that function. I view
both types of faculty—community college and doctoralfocused—as equally productive, with the difference
being the rubric (or, if you like, the multivariate equation) that defines “productivity” at each type of institution. No matter what the place, hard, incisive workers
are hard, incisive workers and can see, and adjust well
to, the differences in balance in the job requirements.
In my administrative jobs, I hire people rather than
positions. Productive, team-oriented, thoughtful people
will exceed the requirements of the position and make
the department look better for having hired them.
2. If we value the work that our faculty (and,
to be sure!) professional teaching staff do with the
life of the mind of undergraduates, and if we agree
that faculty throughout the educational spectrum
can be leaders in the various vital tasks of academia
given the proper institutional resources, why is
faculty and professional staff pay so disproportionately weighted in favor of faculty at doctoralfocused universities, and within those universities,
toward the fundamental and applied sciences and
business? In particular, education faculty are
among the lowest paid on most campuses, and yet
their mission—to nurture future teachers who are
exquisitely competent in their subject, passionate
about their pedagogy, thoughtful in their relationships, and visionary in their demeanor—is perhaps
the most important one universities have as our
society seeks to turn our worldwide litany of problems into a constructive course for the future.
Even though the Chronicle salary surveys4 note
differences among types of institutions that are stark,
digging more deeply shows differences that are of great
concern. For example, in the “hard” sciences,5 the
salaries of full professors at doctoral-focused universities
can average twice that of those at regional campuses and
three to four times the salaries of the professional staff
who teach the large lecture classes that generate the real
income in tuition dollars at doctoral-focused schools.
This salary gap is widening, and rather quickly.
Why? Nothing fancy, really. It boils down to rankings
and prestige. And hard sciences have more prestige than
education. Results in the sciences are easy to quantify—educational effectiveness less so. And the hard
sciences are still a man’s world. Education is a field that
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has been historically much more open to the leadership
of women, hence historically and currently lower
salaries.
I have seen the battles within and among departments to retain or, when useful, steal faculty, and the
“retention packages” that science research “stars”
have been offered to either move or remain where they
are. The money involved can amount to millions of
dollars in research support and salary increases of tens
of thousands of dollars. I have heard the leadership of
these same departments claim that there is no money—
not a cent—to hire more faculty or professional staff to
teach classes in order to cut down the size of large
lectures from many hundreds to fewer hundreds. I sat
in on a food science class that my son, then a freshman, had with 700 other students. The “teacher” was
taking a break from her industrial job. Based on what I
saw that day, the “teacher” couldn’t care less. Yet the
class had coverage, so the department could breathe
easy, focusing resources instead on the research enterprise.
Our first-year students—those at greatest risk of
dropping out—don’t care if the teacher is a research
star or a newly minted doctor. Prestige is lost on most
students in the classroom. They want knowledgeable,
caring, thoughtful, fair-minded, interesting, deeply
involved teachers to work with them. They want to

way of our primary educational mission because via the
bidding war, we can afford ever-fewer true teachers to
work with our first and second-year students.

Perhaps we should consider
that our runaway compensation
for the research “stars” is
getting in the way of our
primary educational mission.
3. Why are doctoral-focused institutions reluctant to publicly admit that large lecture-based
teaching supports much of the research enterprise,
and that those who generate so much income for the
university via their teaching should be rewarded
with equitable salaries, tenure, and professorial
appointments that indicate that “you belong”?
I don’t know. Perhaps state legislatures would like
to look at that one and mandate a more equitable
redistribution of salaries across institutions.

Prestige is lost on most students
in the classroom. They want
knowledgeable, caring,
thoughtful, fair-minded,
interesting, deeply involved
teachers to work with them.

4. Finally, can we reasonably extrapolate to
what might be if the current bifurcation between
doctoral-focused and undergraduate-focused
measures of compensation and recognition continues to expand?
Ultimately, this is not only a question for our faculty
but for our students, and, to the extent that this bifurcation is mirroring what exists among the rich and poor in
our larger U.S. society, something has got to give. If the
income gap becomes large enough, the social change
that may occur on campuses might well be concurrent
with that accompanying societies in which the caste
system becomes too great for its members to tolerate.

matter to the teacher and to the school. Our students
don’t care if a department is ranked #4 or #400 when
they are sitting in their food science class. If we accept
that the development of our students’ minds is of
primary importance, and that their ability to work with
other students (teamwork, communication, acceptance
of alternative ideas and ways of thinking) is also critical,
then perhaps we should consider that our runaway
compensation for the research “stars” is getting in the

Endnotes
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Teacher/Scholar and Professor of Chemistry. Professor
Kelter’s hobbies include international folk dancing,
doing needlepoint, and eating layer cake.
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